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At the risk of using a word most people
are by now fed up of hearing, this
month hopefully marks the beginning
of the end of this unprecented time in
our lives. But after everything HR has
had flung at it over the past 18 months,
the profession’s problems are far
from over. So this issue, we’ve
asked our readers to tell us what’s
still causing them headaches as
restrictions lift, and posed their
worries to a panel of experts.
Eleanor Whitehouse Acting editor
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Building resilience
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from the CIPD
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It has been more than 500 days since the beginning

of the pandemic and lockdowns. Weeks have turned

into months, and it has been hard for all of us, but

tragic for too many. We are gradually finding the

ways in which we can live with a virus that will stay

with us. Pandemic becomes endemic. How we cope

and adapt and what will change over the longer term

in our lives, at work, in education and in public policy

will take many months more to emerge.

and change: lessons
learned from previous
events such as the global
financial crisis and what
must also be learned
from the pandemic.

Having resilience is
important for individual
and collective wellbeing,
and it is a durable
capability that can be
developed. Individual
resilience involves

behaviours, thoughts and actions that
promote personal wellbeing and mental
health. People can develop the ability to
withstand, adapt to, and recover from stress

and adversity by using effective coping
strategies. Coaching and counselling can play

their part, as can learning and development to

build more confidence. Critically, however,

supporting individual resilience at work
comes from those around us, our working
cultures and environments, how our
managers recognise and respond to our needs,

and how we feel safe in speaking up.
For organisations, the ability to rapidly

adapt and manage the drivers of change is
of strategic importance. Capabilities such as

sensing when and where change is happening,

having adaptive cultures where people can
come together to rapidly solve problems and

where change management is a shared
discipline. Understanding change has to
become inherent and not resisted. Command

and control cultures are much less adaptive
and resilient than cultures where people feel

engaged, have a voice, and are empowered to

innovate and find solutions.
These are outcomes our profession has

such a role to play in, and will be vital to
sustainability for all our futures.
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WORDS ELIZABETH HOWLETT

It’s argu
ably the holy grail of attributes

in today’s world ofwork – andmore
important than ever thanks to the
turmoil brought by the pandemic.
When realised, a state of resilience

canhelp employees power through stressful
situations and periods of uncertainty, and
if reports on the trend are to be believed,
a resilient employee will see adversity as a
challenge andwill try to view a negative as
a positive. In short; they can turn a frown–
or in this case, stress – upside down.

EmmaMamo, head ofworkplace
wellbeing atMinddescribes resilience in
aworkplace context as “an ability to carry
out your job to a high standard evenduring
times of pressure”, and explains that, to a
lesser or greater degree, everyone is resilient.

Althoughmore a state ofmind than
a concrete set of characteristics that can
bemeasured, some organisations have
attempted to quantify the term.A report
byAon released shortly after the onset
of the pandemic said there is nothing
businesses needmore than workforce
resilience, adding that theywill “need
people who canweather storms,” but it
found that only one in three (30 per cent)
of employees actually felt resilient.

It also revealed that employees
don’t necessarily become– and stay –
resilient on their own.While a person’s
resilience level depends entirely on
their psychologicalmake-up, even the
sturdiest of employees would buckle
withoutwellbeing support.The report
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The dark side of resilience

The idea of resilience
has never been as
vital as during the
last 18months – but
does it just act as a
sticking plaster rather
than addressing the
root causes of poor

wellbeing?

“Don’t worry,

Bubba – they’ve

booked you some

resilience training”

“Don’t worry, 

Bubba – they’ve 

booked you some 

resilience training”

Withstress levels soaring,

it's important toconsider th
e

mental-health impactof ret
urning

towork formanymembers
of staff

This will be a learning journey but also must

be taken as an opportunity for change that
hopefully can benefit us all.

But rapid adaptation is not easy. In the first

lockdowns there was a sense of community
spirit, people looking out for each other and

finding new ways to entertain ourselves. These

were coping mechanisms, and the good weather

also certainly helped. As the pandemic has gone

on, issues of social isolation and loneliness, of

insecurity about work and the future have taken

their toll. Mental health and wellbeing has been

impacted for many. According to research by

charity Mind, around a third of people said their

mental health had become a lot worse since the

early months of the pandemic.
The CIPD’s own research on wellbeing

continues to show the high incidence of stress as

a major cause of absenteeism. People are feeling

less resilient and less able to cope than before the

pandemic. There are ongoing anxieties about

returning to work for significant numbers, from

travel and being in crowds or just the social
pressures that many feel about being in
workplaces. These are important reasons why we

need to go back gradually but also build in the

lessons learned from increased home and flexible

working, to support people’s wellbeing.
As we look ahead, there are so many

uncertainties. We need to build resilience to

allow us to cope better with the unexpected, the

challenges that hit us, learning from failure as

much as we celebrate success. This is needed not

just for individuals, but also at organisational

and societal levels. Our political systems and

economies have to be more resilient to shocks
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{Pay&reward}

Starting
salaries
spiked
The surge in vacancies over
the last few months has been
universally welcomed; a sign
the economy is recovering
as restrictions finally relax.
But, despite thousands of
workers coming off furlough
– 590,000 left the scheme in
July alone – supply of labour
still isn’t meeting demand.

The result has been a
record spike in salaries.
According to the most recent
Report on Jobs from the
Recruitment & Employment
Confederation (REC) and
KPMG, starting pay for
new joiners experienced the
sharpest increase since the
survey began in 1997. Of the
400 UK recruitment and
employment consultancies
surveyed for the report,
nearly half (48 per cent) said
they had recorded higher
starting salaries, while only
1 per cent saw a fall.

Claire Warnes, partner
and head of education,
skills and productivity at
KPMG UK, said now was
the time for job seekers to
take advantage of the market
and land their dream role.
“While companies want
to invest in their business
now restrictions are lifting,
demand for new staff still
outstrips supply because of
low candidate availability,”
she says. “We know that
reskilling and upskilling is
needed to help people move
between sectors, and there’s
no doubt the ‘pingdemic’ has
added to the challenge.”

{Employment law}

‘Nojab,nojob’policiesareallowed
Mandatory vaccination policies
were contentious well before the
vaccine was widely available.
But now all adult age groups are
eligible to get the jab, and with
many firms now thinking
seriously about returning to the
workplace, the debate has moved
beyond the abstract. Perhaps that’s
why, after months of dodging the
question, the government has
appeared to finally give its support to firms
that want to introduce a requirement for
staff to be vaccinated.

Earlier this month in an interview with Sky
News, transport minister Grant Shapps said
mandatory vaccination was a “good idea” and
that “some companies are going to require it”.
The comments were widely taken as evidence
that the government backed employers’ rights
to enforce vaccination, but were hardly the
clear and ringing endorsement that many
firms might have been hoping for.

Shapps also stopped short of any rule
changes that might protect employers facing
tribunal claims off the back of such a policy.

“We’re not going to make that
legislation that every adult has to be
double vaccinated before they go
back to the office,” he said.

Because of this, experts have
cautioned against employers taking
a broad approach to vaccination
requirements. “Comments from
government ministers will not be
taken into consideration during
[a tribunal’s] assessment,” warns

Andrew Willis, head of legal at Croner.
And outside of care homes in England,
where the government is introducing specific
legislation, the employment tribunal is still
the ultimate authority on whether employers
can require staff to be vaccinated, he adds.

Instead, every claim relating to a refusal to
have the vaccine would be “dependent on the
specific facts around that claim”. Employers
that take action against an employee for not
being vaccinated face a high risk of a claim
if they cannot show their mandate was
reasonable. “Employers considering whether
to make the vaccine mandatory needs to
assess their individual risk,” said Willis.
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This month we’ve learned...

“Employers
willhaveto
show their
vaccine
mandatewas
reasonable”

Whilemanyemployersare
making redundancies, some
arehoping to recruit staffby
theendof theyear

The big lesson
Employers insist

ing that their

employeesbeva
ccinatedshould

becautiousabou
tenforcing it
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A former care assistant who
was made redundant rather
than furloughed at the start of
the pandemic was unfairly
dismissed, an employment
tribunal has ruled.

It found the decision by
Loving Angels Care Limited
to dismiss Mrs B Mhindurwa
because there was no suitable
work was unfair because the
company failed to consider
whether she could be put on
furlough for a time to see if
other work became available.

After the patient
she was

providing
live-in care
for was
moved to

a care
home,

the
only

John Lewis, Pret a Manger
and the Body Shop were all
among companies recently
named for breaking minimum
wage regulations. As part of its
crusade against minimum wage
violations, the government
published a list of 191 firms
that broke the rules between
2011 and 2018. The laws were
there to “ensure a fair day’s
work gets a fair day’s pay,” said
business minister Paul Scully.

But some experts have been
critical of the policy. Nearly all
of the firms on the list were
there for historical,

unintentional breaches that
had already been resolved,
and in all cases the money had
been returned.

Charles Cotton, senior
performance and reward
adviser at the CIPD, said the
government should be “going
after those who deliberately
pay less than the minimum
rather than ‘shaming’ those
who held up their hands when
they realised
they’d made
a mistake
and paid
what
they
owed.”

{Inclusion&diversity}

Disabilityreportingsoon?
Mandatory disability
reporting might become
a reality for large businesses
as part of a wider government
plan to improve employment
opportunities for disabled
people. The proposal is part
of its National Disability
Strategy, which aims to help
bridge the gap that disabled
people currently face when
accessing education, skills
development and employment
opportunities. Included in
the strategy are plans for the
Cabinet Office to launch
a consultation to look at
voluntary and mandatory

workplace transparency rules,
including reporting on
disability for large employers.

The strategy also outlines
plans to encourage use of
a voluntary reporting
framework to help employers
report information on
disability and mental health.
However, Victoria Wass,
professor at Cardiff Business
School, raised concerns that
the strategy was more focused
on consultation than policy
implementation. “Further
delay in implementation will
be disappointing for disabled
people,” she said.

A viral Twitter post
appearing to show an online
job listing for a ‘reverse
financed internship’ sparked
online rage last month after
it appeared to ask interns
to pay an hourly rate for
the opportunity to take
up a placement with the
company, the name of which
was redacted. Successful
applicants to the full-time
research and data analysis
role – the job description
for which asked for “strong
critical thinking and some
programming experience” –

would be asked to pay US$15
an hour for the privilege. Even
for a New York-based role
– a city consistently rated as
one of the most expensive in
the world to live and work in
– this appeared to be excessive.

Thankfully the advert,
which was subsequently
removed by Indeed, appeared
to be a prank posted by
a company that doesn’t
actually exist. But as the
many outraged responses
from Twitter users suggest,
this doesn’t detract from how
believable the listing was.

{Pay&reward}

NMWfailings
calledout

work the company was able to
offer her was domiciliary work,
but the positions required her
to travel too far. The firm said
it could not furlough her
because there was no live-in
care work available for her, yet
Mhindurwa told the tribunal
that it had allegedly continued
to advertise for live-in carers.

“I am of the view that in
July 2020 a reasonable
employer would have given
consideration to whether the
claimant should be furloughed
to avoid being dismissed on
the grounds of redundancy,”
judge Gumbiti-Zimuto said.

The tribunal also found
there was a failure to give
Mhindurwa a proper appeal.
However, claims for unpaid
wages and holiday pay were
dismissed. Neither Loving
Angels Care nor Mhindurwa
could be reached for comment.

{Recruitment}

“Youwillpay$15an
hourtoworkhere”

{Employment law}

Workernotfurloughed
wasunfairlydismissed

NewYork: thecity that
never…er, pays

whether she could be put on whether she could be put on 
furlough for a time to see if 
other work became available.

pay less than the minimum pay less than the minimum 
rather than ‘shaming’ those rather than ‘shaming’ those 
who held up their hands when who held up their hands when 
they realised 
they’d made 
a mistake 
and paid 
what 
they 
owed.”

GrantShapps is
a fanof

mandatoryvacc
ination;

TheBodyShopw
asshamed

forhistorical pay
roll errors
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I
f the “carrot” tempting people back
to the office now restrictions have
lifted is promises of extra benefits
and a focus on company culture,
then the “stick” approach has been
to consider cutting the pay of

employees who might choose to work
remotely – a measure a host of
companies both in the UK and across
the pond are either contemplating or
have already pressed ahead with.

Big names like Google, Twitter and
Facebook have already joined the list

of firms taking this approach: Reuters
has reported that Google is using
a ‘Work Location Tool’ calculator,
which tells staff the effects that
working from another location would
have on their wage. One anonymous
source who commutes to the firm’s
Seattle office from a nearby county
shared that they would see their pay cut
by about 10 per cent if they chose to
work from home full time.

Google’s decision is the latest
development in the discussion of

returning to the office after the
Daily Mail recently shared that an
unnamed Cabinet minister suggested
UK civil servants who do not return to
the office should receive a pay cut.

The minister reportedly told the
Mail that people who work from home
are not paying commuter costs, so they
have a “de facto pay rise” which they
said is “unfair on those who are going
into work.”

While a spokesperson for No.10 said
there were “no plans” to cut the pay of

Cuttingremote
workers’pay:
is itevenlegal?
Employment lawyers describe the issue as a ‘minefield’ asG

oogle is

the latest firm to float possible wage reductions for home-based staff
WORDS CAITLIN POWELL
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“Remote
working
willhavea
greaterimpact
onwomen”

Employers’ plans for remote staff and wages

civil servants, insisting the return
to Whitehall would be “gradual”,
employment lawyers have already
cautioned other firms that might
be considering implementing
such policies.

Marcus Beaver, UKI country
leader at Alight Solutions,
warned that penalising remote
working could create a “culture
of distrust and resentment”
among staff.

“For employers who want to
stay in their workforce’s good
books, ensuring that remote
working capabilities are
maintained in a fair and equal
way will be key to future
business success,” he said,
adding that offering both
in-office and out-of-office
flexibility is the way forward.

Reducing pay may be
appropriate if the job role has
changed, said Joanne Frew,
UK head of employment law
at DWF. This could be either
because part of the role cannot
be carried out away from the
office or the employee has opted
to work from home.

But employers would still
need to go through the proper
process of changing terms and
conditions, and should expect to
face “serious challenges” from
employees, she warned. They
could, for example, argue that
remote working reduces
company overheads, meaning if
productivity has not diminished,
a pay cut would be arbitrary.

Malcolm Gregory, an
employment partner at Royds

Withy King, added that, if
companies wanted all staff
to work from an office, they
would face an increase in formal
requests to work from home.

However, if firms went the
other way and offered fully
remote working and wished to
reduce salaries, he said, they
would need to gain consent,
which is not always a certainty.
“Staff who are not expected to
commute, particularly into
central London, are effectively
being asked to waive their
London weighting,” said
Gregory. “This is, however,
an employment law minefield
for businesses.”

Paul Seath, employment
partner at Bates Wells,
also explained
to People
Management
that any
differences
between the pay,
benefits or
prospects of those
working from
home when
compared to those working in
the office could give rise to
discrimination issues.

“For example, it can be said
more women will choose remote
working because it better suits
their caring responsibilities,” he
said. “As such, if remote workers
are paid less, it is going to have
a greater impact on women.”

The risk of discrimination
was a concern for Susan Kelly,
partner at Winckworth

Sherwood, who indicated that
many of those who choose to
continue working from home
will be those with caring
responsibilities – and it is
widely and judicially accepted
that women still bear the brunt
of childcare.

“Employers could risk
entering into the territory
of indirect discrimination,”
she said, and added that
“potentially cutting the pay of
the less well-paid – the majority
of whom tend to live in less
expensive areas – is hardly
consistent with the increasingly
important ESG agenda.”

If UK businesses did decide
to follow the lead of US

companies such as
Google, David Jepps,
employment partner at
Keystone Law, added
that they must proceed
with caution.

“Consulting with
employees and
engaging with their
concerns could

represent a more effective
means of convincing workers
to return,” he explained, “rather
than risking legal claims and
staff turnover by pursuing
salary cuts.”

That being said, Jepps did
point out that employers do
need to be ready for flexible
working requests from
employees asking for permanent
home-working if things have
gone well enough over the last
year or so.

68%
are consid

ering

reducing p
ay for staff

who choos
e towork

fromhome

39%
are consid

ering

wage cuts
for purely

remote sta
ff

29%
are consideringcutting the pay ofhybridworkers

53%
said they savedmoney by havingmore remoteworkersS
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Feelingruff
The majority of workers
would consider taking
time off sick to look after
a poorly pet, a poll has
found. Former Willis
Towers Watson director
of talent and reward Julie
Naismith, now a dog
anxiety expert, surveyed
900 members of her
dedicated Facebook
group. More than half (54
per cent) said they would
consider quitting their
jobs to be able to stay at
home with their dog. “I’m
hoping there are bosses
who appreciate that
caring for a beloved part
of the family is vital,”
Naismith said. “And a
frank conversation
about this would be better
than fibbing.”

“Wedo
want to get
people back
now”

BPchief executive
Bernard Looney
urges the firm’s
staff to return to
the office after
admitting

incentives including
ice creamandyoga
classes hadn’t

worked

ThepercentageofUK
workerswhocited
noiseas their biggest
officedistraction

SOURCE: DIAMOND
INTERIORS
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Sherwood, who indicated that 
many of those who choose to 
continue working from home 

widely and judicially accepted 
that women still bear the brunt 



T
here’s arguably no other
demographic that has had their
careers so dramatically affected
by the coronavirus pandemic

than young people.
The figures are damning: two-thirds

of the workers laid off between
February 2020 and March this year
were under the age of 25, according
to data from the Office for National
Statistics (ONS). A separate ONS
study revealed in the 12 months to
March 2021 more than half (54 per
cent) of the 813,000 payrolled jobs
lost were held by people under 25.

On top of this, many of the
opportunities that sixth form,
college and university students
usually take advantage of to bridge
the gap between education and
employment – including work
experience placements – have all
but dried up.

A separate CIPD poll,
published this month,
has highlighted exactly
how much this has
knocked the confidence
of younger workers. Out
of the 2,000 people aged

18 to 30 who were polled, more than
two in five (43 per cent) felt the
pandemic has been detrimental to
their long-term career prospects.

Confidence among those young
people who are out of work is
particularly low. Half (50 per cent)
of those polled who were out of work

have been so for a year, with
a similar proportion (49
per cent) saying they were
not confident about finding
a job in the next three
months. Nearly
three-quarters (72 per cent)

”Halfofthose
whowereout
ofworkhave
beensofor
ayear”10 peoplemanagement.co.uk

Research has found under-25s have been disproportionately
impacted by the pandemic – but a newCIPD campaign is
hoping to reset the balance WORDS FRANCIS CHURCHILL

25%
PAYCUT

MADE
REDUNDANT

PUTON
FURLOUGH

Youngpeoplehit
hardestbyCovid
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The under-25s aren’t the only
age demographic that has been
badly affected by the pandemic
– a number of surveys have
suggested older workers have
also been hit hard, with ageism
also increasing since the start
of Covid.

A study from August
suggested recruiters could
be perpetuating the problem,
finding that hiring managers

were more likely to prefer
a candidate closer to their
own age.

The poll of people
professionals and older
workers, conducted by ProAge
and 55/Redefined, found that
only a quarter (24 per cent)
of HR leaders aged between
25 and 30 said they were
very willing or motivated to
recruit workers aged 55 to 75,

compared
to almost
two-thirds (63
per cent) of HR
professionals aged
46 to 50.

Separately, in July,
analysis of Office for
National Statistics data by Rest
Less found that unemployment
among female workers over the
age of 65 jumped by 193 per

cent
since

last year,
increasing from

1.2 per cent between March and
May 2020 to 3.8 per cent in the
same period this year.

But it’s not just young people...

But, warns Kirstie Donnelly, chief
executive of City & Guilds, they
might not necessarily be right about
this. “As the jobs landscape continues

to reel from the
impact of Covid-19
and Brexit, it’s more
important than ever
before to understand
that [university]
isn’t the only option,”
she says.

Certainly confidence
among young people

leaving university isn’t much higher.
A poll of 7,000 students and
graduates published by Prospects and
Jisc earlier this year found almost
half (45 per cent) of university
students felt they were ‘not at all’ or
‘not very’ prepared to get a job.

To add insult to injury, despite the
explosion in job vacancies the UK
has seen in the last couple of months,
applicants still outpace opportunities
for graduates.

There were more than 13,000
graduate job vacancies across the
UK between 5 and 11 July this year
according to Adzuna – almost
double the number this time last year
and more than three times as many
compared to June 2020. But, with
the UK’s university admissions
service Ucas estimating around
560,000 students are set to graduate
this year, there could be at least 40
new graduates for every available
position – potentially more as

said they were not confident they
would find a job that would meet
their career ambitions and salary
expectations in the next three
months, and more than half
(51 per cent) said they had
not accessed any support
services to help them look
for work.

This was despite one in
seven (14 per cent)
unemployed young people
reporting they had applied
for more than 30 jobs in the
last three months.

It’s not surprising, then, that the
number of school leavers putting off
entering the workplace has rapidly
increased. A survey by City &
Guilds, released in August, found
57 per cent of 17-to-19 year olds in
their final two years of school said
their decisions about post-education
work and training have changed as
a result of the pandemic, and one in
five (20 per cent) now want to stay in
full-time education for longer than
they intended.

Additionally, two in five (40 per
cent) 17-to-19 year olds now say they
plan to go to university, compared to
just one in five (22 per cent) who
plan to go straight into work and
13 per cent who plan to take on an
apprenticeship. Many are doing so
because they think a university
degree will improve their future
career prospects (44 per cent) and
improve their earnings (39 per cent).

”More
employers
needtotake
achanceon
youngpeople”

the class of 2020, stymied by
lockdown last year, also compete
for graduate roles.

In response to its survey findings,
the CIPD has launched a campaign
calling on employers to create one
million opportunities for people
aged 16 to 30, including jobs,
internships, work experience
placements and apprenticeships.

While talk of staff shortages
might have given the impression
that work is easy to find, Lizzie
Crowley, senior skills policy advisor
at the CIPD, says young people are
“often left at the back of the queue”
as employers favour more
experienced workers.

“Unemployment at a young age
can leave permanent scarring, and
means they’re more likely to earn
less over the course of their working
lives and experience more spells of
unemployment,” says Crowley. “More
employers need to take a chance on
young people and be prepared to
train them up, given our labour
supply is changing and staff shortages
are becoming more prevalent.”

Find out more about the CIPD’s One Million Chances
campaign at bit.ly/CIPDOneMillionChances
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TikTok has branched out
into the recruitment sphere,
but is hiring through social
media the industry’s newest

disruptor?

Tools to help you recruit through video
Hinterview
A video interview
platform aimed

at recruiters, which allows
them to meet and screen
candidates during a
‘Hintro’ session, and to
record clips to send over
to clients.

Odro
A video interview
platform through

which candidates are sent
a link and asked to answer
three questions about
themselves on video. It
can also integrate with
recruitment software.

Snapchat
Many savvy
recruiters are

using Snapchat stories
to advertise job roles and
encourage candidates
to send snaps back
explaining why they would
be perfect for the role.

S
ocial media has
managed to ingratiate
itself in most aspects
of our lives since the
humble beginnings of

Myspace and Facebook in the
mid-noughties – and it seems
to have found another one.
TikTok propelled itself into
the world of recruitment this
summer when it launched a
pilot allowing users to submit
video CVs. The entertainment
platform, which usually exhibits dance
challenges, sea shanties and dog clips over
job-seekers, said it saw a “rise in career
and job-related creative content” through
the hashtag #CareerTok and seized the
opportunity to branch out.

Partnering with large US companies
including Chipotle, Target and Shopify,
the platform is
encouraging
entry-level
job-seekers to apply
with a “creative and
authentic” video CV
showcasing their skills.
The initiative was
hailed by US news
outlets for “opening
doors”, and TikTok’s
head of global
marketing Nick Tran
told CNBC the move
was inspired by a rise in
social media-based
recruitment that saw
people “get hired” from
viral videos.

Recruiting from social
media is no longer a

News & analysis
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significant disruptor in the
industry, with LinkedIn Jobs
and Facebook both widely used.
But Martin Drake, owner and
managing director of Higher
People, pointed out that video
applications, while not yet
standard practice, have started
creeping into the hiring process.

“Last summer I introduced
3D CVs, whereby we record
candidates on Zoom with their
permission and edit it down to

a five-minute summary so the hiring
manager gets to see the video alongside
a traditional CV,” he explained, adding
that platforms already exist that require
candidates to record themselves
answering interview-style questions.

However, Drake urged caution when
using video applications because
there is a “time and a place” for
innovative hiring methods, and
recruiters should be mindful
of it acting as a hindrance or
deterrent to introverted or
neurodiverse applicants.

This view is echoed by
Jamaal Brathwaite, founder
and chief executive of
Jobseekrs, who said TikTok’s
feature “pushes the needle way
back” on mitigating bias
within the hiring process and
recruiting more diversely and
inclusively. The approach may
increase confirmation bias
and could lead to “serious
misjudgements and
devastating impacts” for
candidates. “Video resumés

are still highly unconventional.
They cannot be at the forefront of the
hiring process,” he said.

Ultimately, the potential for video
applications backed by entertainment-
driven social media to take off in the UK is
slim, said Jo Brickell, client partner at Meet
& Engage. “I don’t think it will take off in
the UK or on TikTok itself,” she said. “From
all the research I’ve seen, people at the early
careers stage see Instagram and TikTok as
a personal social space and would prefer to
use LinkedIn as a professional space. They
have no wish to blur the two.”
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

A
n employment tribunal (ET) has
dismissed several complaints of
harassment because the judge did
not want to “encourage a culture of

hyper-sensitivity”.
Miss N Sithirapathy, a legal counsel,

brought claims of sexual harassment,
harassment related to sexual orientation and
age-related harassment against PSI CRO UK
after she was asked why, as an unmarried
woman without children, she had turned
down a job that was based abroad.

The ET dismissed the complaints, stating
that although the comments made were
“unfortunate and awkward... we bear in mind
the importance of not encouraging a culture
of hyper-sensitivity or of imposing legal
liability to every unfortunate phrase”.

Additional complaints of sex, sexual
orientation and age discrimination, as well as
breach of contract, were all also dismissed.

In 2016, Sithirapathy was offered a role at
the firm’s head office in Switzerland. When
she declined for personal reasons, she was told
by the acting country manager: “You are not
married, you don’t have children and you do
not have a boyfriend.”

In the same meeting, she was told an
anecdote about the Swiss office’s ‘tolerance’ of
a lesbian staff member, and that her age would
prevent her from claiming a salary higher

than 120,000 Swiss francs per annum.
Sithirapathy made a complaint of direct sex
and age discrimination, sexual harassment or
harassment related to sexual orientation by
perception and age-related harassment.

She told the tribunal she felt “humiliated,
upset and angry” about the comments.

Sithirapathy also sought a promotion to
senior legal counsel in January 2017, but was
told by the company’s head of legal via her UK
manager at an appraisal meeting in March that
while she had done a good job, she was not
ready for the next level. Three days later, she
told her manager that “it sounded like I was
delivering performance-wise, but that the
limiting factors for title change were my age
and duration of service” and made a complaint
of age discrimination.

Paul Holcroft, managing director at
Croner, said while the case did not set a
precedent, given that there were also strong
grounds for appeal, employers should
carefully consider how the language used in
the workplace could impact their workforce,
and consequently their business.

“From an HR perspective, a typical
response to dealing with a similar issue will be
to act cautiously when communicating with
an employee and essentially ‘watch what one
says and how’ in order to avoid tribunal
claims of this kind,” he explained.

Harassmentcasedismissedtoavoid
encouraging‘cultureofhyper-sensitivity’

Employers could be legally required
to take “all reasonable steps” to
prevent sexual harassment at work
under proposed new reforms.

In response to its consultation on
harassment in the workplace, which
came after the 2018 Women and
Equalities Select Committee report
on sexual harassment in the
workplace, the government said it
would bring forward legislation to
create a new “preventative duty” for
employers. This would also protect

employees from harassment by
third parties, such as customers.

The government said it would
publish new guidance and a
statutory code of practice and is
also considering extending the time
allowed to bring cases to
employment tribunal.

Liz Truss, minister for women and
equalities, said the measures would
“motivate employers to make
improvements to workplace
practices and culture”.

Ben Willmott, head of public
policy at the CIPD, warned that
creating a proactive duty may not
have the desired impact.
“Employers are already required
under the law to take reasonable
steps to prevent sexual harassment
of workers by their colleagues.

“Improving employers’
compliance with their existing legal
obligations under the Equality Act
would make more sense than
creating a new duty.”

Did you know that CIPD members have exclusive access to

the Employment Law at Work Service and legal helplines?

cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/employment-law

Nurseryworkerwho
encouragedkids to
kickcolleaguewas
unfairlydismissedTribunal rules comments were merely ‘unfortunate and awkward’
A nursery worker who encouraged
children to kick her co-worker and
call her names was unfairly dismissed,
a tribunal has ruled.

The court ruled that the Tender
Loving Childcare Centre based in
Kirkintilloch, Scotland, failed to
properly investigate its assumption
that the actions of Miss S Flynn were
part of an ongoing campaign of
harassment and bullying following
allegations from another worker.

The tribunal heard that Flynn had
been employed as the team leader in
the nursery’s baby room. In January
2020, nursery practitioner Laura
McLauchlan approached the nursery
manager because she was “upset”
about a situation with Flynn. She later
provided a six-page statement
containing numerous allegations.
She alleged that Flynn had taught the
children to kick her and call her “smelly
Laura” because she was “annoyed”
that one of the kids learned to say
McLauchlan’s name first.

The statement was shown to the
nursery’s co-owner and director, who
conducted meetings with staff, all of
whom corroborated McLauchlan’s
story. Flynn denied the allegations.
A disciplinary meeting was held on
11 March, which Flynn attended with
her trade union representative. Flynn
was dismissed for misconduct. She
unsuccessfully appealed the decision.

The tribunal said it was “not
satisfied” with the nursery’s
investigation of the claims as it relied
heavily on MacLauchlan’s written
statement and it failed to put the
allegation to Flynn in the interviews.

Flynn was awarded £16,984.30 in
compensation, but this was reduced to
£4,246.08 as it was likely she would
have been dismissed in any event had
a fair process been followed.

Governmentplansemployerdutytopreventsexualharassment

For employment law advice and
resources, visit hr-inform.co.uk
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In association with:

It's time
to celebrate
The CIPD People Management Awards will

return to the glamorous Grosvenor House,

Park Lane, London on 28 September.

Book your tickets at cipdpmas.co.uk

After over a year apart, it is set to be

a night to remember.

Sponsors:

™

The 2021 winners will be announced at a

black-tie Awards dinner. The evening will

showcase and celebrate the very best

in the HR and L&D profession.
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T
hemuch-anticipated
future of work,
or at least one
important part
of it, seems

tantalisingly close.The
urge to toss traditional
workspaces into the
recycling bin of history
has never been stronger.
Goodbye office and so
long nine-to-five.Hello
toworkingwherever and
whenever wewant.
It’s sometimes a bit

tricky to work out what
all the fuss is really about.
Many have discovered the
benefits of virtual and
hybrid working. Yet there
are also many downsides.
Most discussed are the possible

negative impacts on innovation,
creativity and knowledge sharing.
Although the role of water-cooler
moments in organisational
success is probably overrated,
there is certainly something in
the idea that being physically
present with others facilitates
certain types of experiences
that don’t happen virtually.
When the ‘working from

home forever’ fantasy hit fever
pitch, I asked around to find out
what people missed about going into the
office. It should come as little surprise
that almost all the things people miss
share one quality: spontaneity.We feel
deprived of these more in-the-moment
experiences – the type that cannot be
planned or scheduled.
I don’t know about you, but typically

I don’t find there’s much humour in
a Zoommeeting. And as you might
already have guessed, top of the

most-missed list is something
we don’t take seriously enough: fun,
including flirting, which was
mentioned several times.

Having a laugh and
messing about seem very
difficult to do virtually.
In part, this is because we
lose a lot of information
when we interact over
a screen or phone – it’s
harder to read and react to
people. In part, it’s because
virtual interactions are
more stilted as they require

more turn-taking and so there are fewer
chances to jump in with a quick quip.
It’s also because there’s often a stronger
feeling that we should not waste time
mucking about and stay focused.
Also missed are informal interactions

such as moaning and gossiping.These
too are fairly spontaneous, but while
it’s possible to schedule a virtual
moaning or gossiping session, it just
wouldn’t be the same.

Why do we
miss them? Put
simply, they are
brilliant ways
of answering
important
questions we all
ask ourselves
from time to
time: ‘Do my
colleagues hate
this as much as
I do?’, ‘Is this
new thing
terrible or
reasonable?’
‘What’s
whatshisname

really up to?’
Without answers to these questions,
it’s easy to feel disconnected from the
workplace and our colleagues.
Here’s another question: how do you

have a virtual corridor conversation?
The answer is you don’t. Whereas gossip
and moaning have a purpose, number
three on the list, the corridor
conversation, just happens.This relates
to another missed aspect: management
by walking about. Moving physically
around a workplace lets stuff happen
that doesn’t really happen otherwise.
Lastly, believe it or not, some people

said they miss commuting. But for some
it makes sense – time to think and plan
on the way in, and time to decompress
and relax on the way home.
There’s been far too much emphasis

on productivity as a large proportion
of the workforce switched to virtual
working. But before we decide to ditch
the office, it’s worth reflecting much
more on what we miss about being
there and why it matters. After all, work
is not just about working.

“Idon’tknow
aboutyou,
but Idon’tfind
there’smuch
humourina
Zoommeeting”

I’ ll tell you something…

ROBBRINER PROFESSOR OF ORGANISATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
AT QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

Why everythingwemiss about ‘normal’ office life reallymatters

Comment

peoplemanagement.co.uk 17
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“It was incredibly subjective,” Head says.
“It depended on who you got [asking the
questions], how long it was, what you were
asked about – the syllabus was loose and
it didn’t matter if it was something you
hadn’t experienced. We had reports of
people being asked what kind of wine you
should serve if you have a foreign officer
on board. There were some bizarre things
and the questioning was very inconsistent
between ships, so people felt it was unfair.”

With the Royal Navy partnering with
a provider to update the
training for its shoreside
programme, Head believed
it was a good opportunity to
also revise the at-sea training.
But she still had to rely on
people’s goodwill to help her.

Head formed an action
learning group of 40 people
from Navy HQ, Britannia
Royal Naval College and

ships at sea – many of whom were deployed
at the time – to help her put together
a solution. The revised 12-week training
package, which was piloted with current
and former students, now consists of an
immersive onboard learning experience;

M
ost organisations today
regularly update their learning
and development (L&D)
initiatives, but Britain’s oldest
armed service has only recently
had an overhaul of its core

workplace training programme and
revised some practices that have been in
place for more than 70 years.

The Royal Navy’s at-sea training for
officers – known as Common Fleet Time
– was “outdated”, and nor had the training
officers been given updated guidance for
“a very long time”, explains Lieutenant
Alexandra Head, training manager at
HMS Excellent, the Navy’s Portsmouth
headquarters, who led the project.

“In some cases, the officers were relying
on what they went through when they did
their first at-sea training 10 to 15 years ago.
And some of the practices they were using
were really outdated, especially for the
young workforce coming in, who have
expectations in line with modern industry
standards,” she says.

Head, who has served in the Royal Navy
for 10 years and started her career driving
destroyers before moving into HR after
having family, pitched to revamp the

workplace programme after taking over as
career manager for young officers – those
in their first year, around 450 – in 2019.

“As part of that role, one of my jobs was
collating feedback from people who were
either leaving or just generally unhappy,” she
says. “One thing that consistently came up
was that our initial workplace training was
falling short of the mark. Young officers
were saying they felt it wasn’t good for
professional development and the way that
it was done made them feel undervalued.”

Every year, around 200
officers undergo a 12-week
placement at sea after
completing basic training at
Britannia Royal Naval College
in Dartmouth. Under the old
system, Head explains, officers
were given a 75-page task book
to complete, which included lots
of copying out text from various
publications. And at the end of
the placement, officers “put on
their smartest uniform” and had a formal
sit-down question session with the ship’s
captain – known as the Fleet Board
assessment. The captain then decided
whether they passed or failed.

Theorganisation tore up its 70-year-old at-sea officer training
programme and created a learning package fit for the 21st century

In practice
Real organisations, real challenges

“Thepractices
theywereusing
werereally
outdatedfor
theyoung
workforce”

“Beingaskedwhatkind
ofwinetoserveonboard
isn’tafairassessment”

Royal Navy
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a journal for officers to keep; an online portal
and a scenario-based assessment at the end.

In the final assessment, which will still
maintain its traditional name as ‘Fleet
Board’, officers will be given an emergency
scenario based on their experience and
previous deployments 24 hours in advance.
They then have to prepare and give a
presentation in front of a panel detailing
how they would deal with it, and answer
questions at the end. Rather than simply
being given a pass or fail, officers are given
feedback with areas to improve on.

“The new training package is completely
unrecognisable compared to the previous
one and we’ve had some incredible feedback
from the pilot,” says Head.

One of the biggest challenges was that
everyone involved was completely disparate
– many were deployed on warships with
no access to a reliable internet connection.
“Everything was done by emails and phone
calls, when they had signal,” she says. “And
every time we made a change, we had to
make sure it was endorsed, so putting
together all the documentation actually
only happened in the last four months.”

Although the pandemic made conducting
the training harder because the Navy had to
account for quarantining before and after
the placement, it also led to more flexibility,
Head says. “There were some ships we just
couldn’t use for training anymore, because
they were being used for high-profile defence
engagement missions. As a result, we had to
come up with an alternative, and this led to
us designing the new programme so it could
take place on any platform – from aircraft
carriers to offshore patrol vessels.”

With the first 80 newly commissioned
officers due to go through the new-look
Common Fleet Time programme at the end
of August, what else is next for the Navy?
According to Head, it’s looking at how it
approaches learning more widely. “We’re
trying to encourage people to think about
L&D on a daily basis so they can improve
their personal portfolio and gain transferable
skills,” she explains. “This will make them
more employable outside of the Navy: helpful
when the time comes for them to move on.”
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In practice

T
he fact that the haulage industry
estimates it’s short of 100,000 HGV
drivers thanks to a potent cocktail
of Covid and Brexit, among other
factors, has come as a surprise to
many, with pictures of gaps on

supermarket shelves across social media
amid terrified whispers of low stock levels
and price hikes in the run-up to Christmas.

But one person it hasn’t come as a total
surprise to is Beth Whittaker, chief HR
officer for the UK and Ireland at
environmental solutions firm Veolia,
whose extensive workforce planning and
data insights mean she and her team
predicted that problems might be on
the horizon months in advance – and,
crucially, were able to prepare. With
30,000 HGV driving tests cancelled last
year because of the pandemic, and private
sector IR35 rules recently introduced,
alongside an ageing workforce, loss of
EU drivers because of Brexit and other
problems caused by the pandemic, all
within the space of a few months, the
shortage, explains Whittaker, was “always
going to happen”. “We at Veolia have been
hit significantly by the driver shortage, as
well as the shortage of engineers. They’re
the backbone of our business,” she adds.

However, the firm has worked hard to
mitigate its labour supply issues thanks to

just the preserve of the R&D department
– everyone fosters that entrepreneurial
spirit, including the HR team.”

And it’s that focus on innovation that
led Whittaker, who has worked in HR
for 22 years, to create and implement the
firm’s first people strategy to sit alongside
the organisation’s wider four-year business
strategy – Impact 2023 – with the aim to
“connect the business’s people to its
purpose to drive performance”. Launched
in March 2020 to “amazing” feedback,

three weeks before the country
went into lockdown and after
speaking to hundreds of staff
members about their
experiences, the firm’s people
strategy comprises four
workstreams – purpose led,
change capability, future of
work and stakeholder
engagement – under which sit
23 ‘tactics’, each with its own
roadmap, set of deliverables

and HR manager to oversee it. And with
70 of the firm’s 100-strong HR team
coming forward to work on a tactic,
Whittaker was keen that they choose
something away from their day job. “Our
payroll manager is exploring opportunities
for our mature workforce, and the
contracts and onboarding manager leads

its “solutions-driven” approach and
responding to the issue in the medium and
long term as well as the short. Rather than
just “throwing money at the situation” and
plugging the gap right now, Whittaker
explains, she aims to have the gap still
plugged in three years’ time. “It might
be that right now we recruit more
fully-qualified drivers or we upskill our
existing loaders into drivers, but that’s
not a sustainable solution,” she says.

Instead, the company has focused
heavily on looking outside the usual talent
pools for staff, focusing a lot
of its efforts on recruiting
women and veterans to fill
vacancies, and has a prolific
apprenticeship team which
offers qualifications in
subjects including driving
and engineering in order to
get young people into the
business at the start of their
careers, currently supporting
some 300 apprentices across a range of
subjects. The firm also works with schools
to promote careers in science, technology,
engineering and maths (STEM) to female
students. “We’re very focused on taking
a problem, flipping it round and thriving
as a result of it. Innovation is really
important,” says Whittaker. “But it’s not

The environmental solutions firm is putting big plans in
place to overcome its people challenges in the long term

“Wedon’t justwantto
plugthegapnow–we
wanttokeepitplugged”

“We’refocused
ontakinga
problem,
flippingitround
andthriving
asaresult”
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mobility,” Whittaker explains. “The HR
team is entirely empowered to deliver it
their way.”

With the company also having launched
its ‘raison d’être’ to be a purpose-led
business, as well as an inclusion strategy
following six months of focus groups, and
a completely refreshed employer brand,
every single part of the strategy is now in
progress, says Whittaker. Even Covid,
which had threatened to derail the work
after the team needed to take a four-month
hiatus from implementation to manage
the company’s response to the pandemic,
turned out to be a positive, with them
regrouping to realise that not only had
nothing happened to upset their plans, the
pandemic had actually accelerated some
elements, and opportunities to step things
up were “right in front of us”. “With some
of the future of work elements, some
aspects might have taken three or four years
if it hadn’t been for Covid,” adds Whittaker.

One key challenge for the people
strategy, Whittaker says, has been ensuring
it benefits operative staff working on the
front line as much as those based in an
office – more than 9,000 of the firm’s staff
don’t have an email address, making
communication and engagement more
difficult. But particularly since their
“heroic” work during the pandemic – one
in seven people in the UK are touched by
Veolia’s services on any given day, and its
staff were bestowed ‘key worker’ status
during lockdown – Whittaker is keen to
involve everyone in the changes. “They
might not wear capes, but they’re certainly
our heroes,” she says. “We work hard to get
everyone involved as much as possible.
We don’t want to leave anybody out.”

While Whittaker is keen for the strategy
to lead to big improvements for the every
member of staff during its four-year
lifespan (“Whether or not they know it’s
come from HR”), she also has one eye
firmly on the bigger picture: namely the
role Veolia has in sustainability and the
climate crisis, and its workforce’s place in
that: whether it’s improving customers’
environmental impact or simply going
paper free. “We have the ability to directly
impact in a big way,” she says. “Our staff
do things that make improvements to the
planet for their children and grandchildren.
They’re playing a really important role in
something that’s bigger than any of us.”
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The coronavirus pandemic has
dominated the livelihoods of
Britons for 18 months now.
Many people had to adapt to
working from home, parents

had to juggle jobs with homeschooling,
and HR found itself working through the
minefield of constantly changing
restrictions and policies.

But with restrictions easing and the
government’s working-from-home
guidance now lifted, the people profession
is at a critical juncture. The pandemic has
provided a catalyst for change – while
there is still some nervousness about
returning to previous routines,
businesses are adapting their
working practices and employees
generally want to maintain their
new-found flexibility. To help the
profession navigate this so-called new
normal,PeopleManagement spoke to
the experts.

How do we manage expectations
and make sure everyone is happy
with all the changes to our
working practices?

PeterCheese:The most important
thing is to maintain a very open dialogue
with your workforces, and consult and
engage with them on what’s working,
and how we create more choice and
opportunity, while also balancing the
needs of the organisation. We also need
to be genuinely open to learning as we go.
We should not try to be prescriptive and
write loads and loads of rules, but rather
drive from principles.

Zofia Bajorek: The important thing to
remember is that no two people will have
experienced the pandemic in the same
way. Some might have lost people to Covid;
some might have had Covid themselves,
and so have extra concerns about coming
back to work; some people’s personal
circumstances might have changed, such
as they’ve taken up caring responsibilities.

So everybody is going to have a slightly
different expectation about what the
return to the workplace will look like.

Meet theexpert panel

Peter Cheese,
chief executive
of the CIPD

Dr Zofia Bajorek,
senior research
fellow at the
Institute for
Employment
Studies

Matt Fryer,
group compliance
director at
Brookson Legal

Chadi Moussa,
principal consultant
and business
psychologist at
PeopleWise

Helen Astill,
director of
Cherington HR,
part of HR
Solutions
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questions
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PeopleManagement puts your concerns about
hybrid working andmore to our panel of
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take a phased approach, because front and
centre should be people’s health, wellbeing
and safety – just because restrictions are
lifted, it absolutely does not mean that
Covid has gone away.

What contingency plans should we
have in place for a Covid outbreak
at work?

ZB: The first thing is to make sure you’ve
done your risk assessments. In organisations
with more than 50 members of staff, they
should be published on the intranet so staff
can see what has been done and ensure
their concerns have been covered. If not,
then staff can then have an opportunity to
ask questions about what happens in
certain situations.

If somebody does test positive, there has
to be a track-and-trace process in place,
making sure that anybody who’s been in
the office or near that person is made aware
– obviously the person doesn’t have to be
named. HR managers should be up to date
with the regulations on testing and social
isolation so they can relay any concerns and
anxieties that people might have.

MF: Government guidance is constantly
changing, so it’s important to keep up to
date. Factors differ between working
environments and business. Test and Trace
requirements will need to be followed by
all employees, so having the current

contingency measures available in the
event of a lockdown should still be at hand
should your employees be required to
isolate (and work from home).

Consider your ability to support testing
employees, for example allowing
reasonable time off. Ultimately, this is a
health and safety concern, so you should
consider appropriate measures to keep
your employees and visitors safe. Clean-air
air-conditioning units and good ventilation
is a good starting point along with a
reduced office presence, where practical.
Contractors can also be engaged as a
temporary resource during periods of staff
shortages; so maintaining relationships
with suppliers to ensure that you have
sufficient resources for absences is essential.

What’s the risk of a ‘no jab, no job’
policy for when we return to offices?

MF: Such a policy could be discriminatory
for employees who have underlying
medical concerns that prevent them from
being vaccinated. You therefore need to
have an objectively justifiable reason for
requiring vaccinations and most
workplaces are unlikely to meet this
requirement where other Covid protection
measures can be used (eg social distancing
measures or working from home). Along
with the employment law risks around
discrimination, the risk of unsettling
employees with such an inflexible policy

It’s important they get a chance to be
listened to in a meaningful,
non-judgemental way.

Chadi Moussa: Consultation is absolutely
critical. People not only feel differently
about returning to work but about the
structure of work and wider life. Taking a
temperature check with employees to find
out how they’re feeling and their concerns
will help inform a policy in line with what
people want. If organisations expect
everyone to come back five days a week and
employees are telling you they don’t want
to come back at all, then you’re clearly
going to have a conflict, but you’re also
going to have very different nuances. You
can’t please everybody; however, it’s likely
that you’re going to hit the mark far better
if you actually talk to your people and find
out what they’re thinking.

Can we instruct staff to return to the
office even if they don’t want to?

Matt Fryer: It’s important to understand
the root cause of any reluctance from the
employee to return to the office. Discuss
the Covid-secure measures implemented
to protect them and their colleagues and
work collaboratively with them on a
phased approach if appropriate.

Companies can instruct employees to
return to the office, although it is better to
be clear with this message and the reasons
behind doing so, and ensure that your
policies are implemented uniformly across
your company.

PC: There has been a very important
cultural shift and I think businesses need
to understand that people want to work
more flexibly now. Historically, our
working cultures have often – consciously
or unconsciously – judged people on seeing
them working and how hard we think
they’re working. However, during the
pandemic, it’s been much more on what
staff produce, so employers need to learn
from this.

CM: When all the restrictions cease to
apply, I believe employers can mandate all
staff to come back to the office. Whether
that’s a good idea or not is another
discussion. I would suggest that if you’re
going to go down this route, you should
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can have a negative
impact on company’s
culture and lead to

increased resignations.
Adding a clause into contracts of

employment is likely to be equally divisive
and potentially discriminatory, so advice
should be taken ahead of going down this
route. This brings up the next question of
how an employer will know if an employee
has been vaccinated or not. Check your
data protection clauses and privacy
policies to see if you have the ability
to process such data for your employees,
and the circumstances in which you can
use it, store it and must destroy it.
Employees in most instances are not
obliged to share this information with
you, so you need to be very careful when
requesting it.

Helen Astill: This will depend very much
on the sector. In the care sector, we know
that legislation is coming into force in
November, so that unless somebody has a
medical exemption, they are required to
have a full vaccination. But in all other
sectors, it’s much better to encourage
people than to force them.

Can we mandate that staff get tested
regularly for Covid?

MF: This will depend on the company’s
health and safety policy and where the
employee works from. For example,
some premises may not permit access
without taking a test or a negative result.
Again, you must ensure that the rationale
behind such policy can be justified and
doesn’t discriminate against populations
of your workforce.

ZB: With factory working, where people
are quite close to each other and the risk
of transmission is higher, it can be a
reasonable request. But everything has to
be done in a transparent way and
proportionate to the risk.

HA: It could be included as part of your
Covid-safe arrangements, and would
actually help alleviate some of the worries
that employees might have about coming
to the office. So you could say ‘let’s all be
tested twice a week’ – it’s something
they’ve been doing in the medical sector
for quite some time.

if it is more about culture and informal
flexibility. I think let’s see how it goes, we’ve
got so much to learn as we move forward.

MF: Ideally any change to employment
should be reflected in the contract in order
to show that both parties agree, however
most companies will likely update the
company handbook in the form of a new
policy. Care should be taken to avoid
employees claiming that the office is a
temporary place of work, for which they
should be paid expenses – careful drafting
is required in this regard.

What kind of policies can we use to
address wellbeing concerns such as
presenteeism and burnout?

ZB: Highlighting to staff what their
working hours are and what is expected of
them. If you know people are experiencing
poor mental wellbeing at work, have an
employee assistance programme or use
occupational health. But use it in a timely
manner – don’t send people there when
they’re already on their knees, make sure
you have good managers who can
recognise the signs..

CM: I’d suggest that every line manager
has a wellbeing conversation with their
employees – just an open, confidential
chat. The pandemic has seen a lot of people
face isolation, loneliness, anxiety and
many other mental health problems:
people are not going to leave those at the
door when they return to work. And make
sure those conversations are ongoing, too.
Organisations have a legal duty of care to
manage and assess the risk of people
returning to the workplace which includes
their mental health and wellbeing.

Our staff have taken less holiday and
so have accrued a lot. How do we
make sure they can take it?

HA: Employees, while they may have some
say, are not entitled to specify when they’re
going to take holiday. It may be the
employer has to tell them they need to take
it by or on a specific date. Currently we
still have the emergency legislation giving
the ability to carry forward untaken leave
into next year. It was allowed for the first
two years, so we’ve had the first carry over
into 2021. So that would be the fallback.

How should we manage members of
staff in the same team requesting
different flexible working hours?

PC: We’re going to have to train managers
to deal with some of these practical issues.
You need to try to balance the desires of
individuals who perhaps want to work
more flexibly with how you want to make
the team work in the most effective ways
alongside the needs of the organisation.
Businesses also need to ensure they have
the relevant tech setups to be able to
facilitate, support and manage meetings
when staff are working in different places.

CM: The future of work looks like people
having individual hybrid arrangements. In
many organisations, you’ve got people who
want to be back in the office five days a
week, and they are collaborating with
other colleagues who have not been in the
office or working in different locations.

I would argue that a level of flexibility
and virtual working is now an expectation.
It would be brave of an employer, after
they’ve seen people do their job effectively
for 18 months, to not offer flexibility.

HA: You do it on a ‘first come, first served’
basis. Of course, that’s unless the request
has been made for a reasonable adjustment
in relation to a disability issue. Look at the
first request and see if you can accept it:
there are only eight reasons why you can
turn down a flexible working request
under the current legislation. Then you
look at the next one. If that is identical, but
you can no longer agree to it because now
you’re going to be short-staffed, then you
say no, because the business requirements
are that you need somebody to work then.

We’re switching to a hybrid model.
Should this be reflected in our
employees’ contracts?

PC: The CIPD’s guidance is not to run
too quickly to change employment
contracts. Many employers are describing
their practices as informal flexible working
– in other words, your contract may say
that your place of work is the office, but
you’re given more flexibility. For example,
you work from home in the morning so
you can take the children to school.

So there’s debate about whether you have
to enshrine all of these in a formal way or
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People Force can support you to select & implement
new People Technology such as HR, Payroll,
Workforce Management/ Time & Attendance,
Recruitment, Learning & Performance systems.
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Weasked PeopleManagement readers how their organisation is
dealing with lockdown lifting, returning to the office andmore

What’shappening in
theUK’sworkplaces?

Returning to the workplace

The percentage of
workforces that have

returned so far...

HR says workforces are most concerned about...

Who’s enforcing workplace
attendance?

How will HR manage those
who don’t want to return?

None
7%

N/A – our staff
have attended
the workplace

throughout
the pandemic

9%

It is mandatory
to be at the
workplace

every working
day

We require
workplace

attendance and
could consider

legal action

1-20%
28%

21-40%
13%

41-60%
9%

61-80%
9%

81-100%
25%

Staff can go into
the workplace

on days chosen
by them

Staff can go into
the workplace

on days
allocated to
them by the
organisation

Staff can go into
the workplace

but only for
meetings

3%

No return to the
workplace at

present
3%

Other
16%

We require
a minimum

number of days
per week for

workplace
attendance

We support
fully remote

workers

We support
home workers
as long as they

can attend
infrequent

meetings in the
workplace when

required

39%

15%17%

40%

7%

39%
21%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Extra time
taken up by
commuting

Maintaining
childcare

provisions
Contracting
Covid-19 on

public
transport

Returning
to more

structured
working hours Maintaining

caring
provisions

(other than for
children) Looking after

a new pet

Other

Contracting
Covid-19 in the

workplace

64%

46% 46%
40% 33%

18%
12%

8%
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Covid-secure measures
People professionals still have these rules in place...

General concerns

HR’s most significant worries right now are...

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

80
70
60
50
40
30
30
10
0

76%
66%

Social
distancing

Limiting
numbers that
can attend the
workplace at

one time

Staff
taking less

holiday
during

lockdown
and now
trying to

use up
accrued

leave

We are
struggling
with staff
shortages
caused by

workers
having to

self-isolate

Staff are
hesitating
or refusing

to take
a Covid

vaccination

None of
the above

Other

We are
having

financial
difficulties

because
of the

winding
down
of the

furlough
scheme

Staff
are not

complying
with rules

to wear
face

coverings
and/or
social

distance
in the

workplace

Staff are
reluctant
to return

to the
workplace

because
they have
relocated

Staff are
reluctant to
return to the

workplace
because
of caring

responsibilities

Staff are
reluctant
to return
to more

traditional
working

hours

Staff are
reluctant to

return to
the

workplace
because of

anxiety
about

contracting
Covid

Wearing face
coverings/face

shields

60%

Wearing other
items of PPE

20%
Mandatory

remote working

13%
Other

9%
Who’s mandating workers

have the Covid jab?
The percentage of

workforces self-isolating
because they’ve been

‘pinged’...
Staff must have

the vaccine
4%

Staff can
choose to have

the vaccine

96%
0-5%
70%

6-10%
20%

11-15%
6%

16-20%
2%

More than 20%
2%

48%
36% 27% 26% 20% 12% 9% 9% 3% 5%

13%
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The crisis posed significant challenges for the
world’s employers andworkers.We run down
the best andworst behaviour of the pandemic

Asda
The supermarket giant has made hybrid
working permanent at its head offices. If
employees are required for meetings or

training, they’re encouraged to come into
offices, but tasks such as planning and

research can be done from home.

Nationwide
The building society revealed its “work
anywhere” plan in March: employees

were told they could choose where they
work. Chief executive Joe Garner told the
BBC “how we do our jobs is much more

important than where we do them from.”

Co-op
As well as taking on thousands of extra
store workers to cope with increased

demand, the food retailer also
offered temporary employment to
hospitality workers who had lost

their jobs.
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Jingye
The Chinese owner of British Steel

sent a private jet filled with equipment
including face masks, thermometers,

gloves and goggles for staff at the
company’s Scunthorpe steelworks and

the local hospital.

Ocado Group
The tech firm behind the online grocer

is allowing staff to work abroad remotely
for one month a year, after staff whose

family was abroad asked if they would use
up their leave by spending time with them.

Timpson
The retailer kept all 5,500 of

its employees on full pay while
its shops were closed because of

lockdown restrictions.

Fast
The San Francisco software

company hired former Royal Marine
commando and fitness trainer Phil

McDougall as wellbeing director in May
to keep workers active and healthy while

they work from home. He gives employees
advice on improving sleep and does

exercise classes over Zoom.

Lloyds Bank
The bank reportedly suspended

800 planned job cuts after
uncertainty over workers

needing to self-isolate, saying it
was “not the right time”.

JamesTimpson lookedafter

hiskey(-making)workers
during the lockdowns

28 peoplemanagement.co.uk
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Britannia Hotels
At the start of the pandemic, the

hospitality chain sent staff working at its
Coylumbridge Hotel in Scotland letters
sacking them and ordering them to leave

their on-site accommodation. After a
social media backlash, the firm apologised

and blamed an administrative error.
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Google
The tech giant attracted

criticism after announcing
staff choosing to work from

home permanently could have
salaries cut. Screenshots seen by
Reuters of the company’s internal

pay tool, which calculates the
reduction if they choose not to return,

showed a former commuter to the
New York office from their home in

Stamford, Connecticut would be paid
15 per cent less.

Wetherspoons
In the early stages of the

pandemic in spring 2020,
pub chain owner Tim Martin

originally stated that it wouldn’t
pay its staff until it received

funds from the furlough scheme
from the government, which would
have meant some workers not being

paid for up to five weeks. Martin
reportedly suggested staff take jobs at

supermarkets to cover the loss.

Goldman Sachs
The bank’s chief executive, David

Solomon, described his experience of
working from home as “an aberration”, and
the company attracted condemnation after

saying it wanted a return to the office so
employees could experience “collaboration

and innovation”. Staff who wish to
continue working from home were told to

discuss with their manager.

Sports Direct
Boss of Sports Direct’s parent company
Fraser Group, Mike Ashley, initially
refused to close the sports retailer’s

bricks and mortar shops when Covid hit,
claiming they were an essential service,

before subsequently backing down after a
public backlash and issuing an apology.

Wetherspoonsowner
TimMartinhasn’tbeen
popularwithhisemployees

ENDOF
LOCKDOWN
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HR from scratch
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“HR?
NEVER
HEARD
OF IT”
Whether the organisation fails to appreciate the value of goodHR or
sings the profession’s praises, setting up a function from scratch can

bring its own challenges
WORDS ROB GRAY
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A ll by myself… Don’t
wanna be all by myself,”
lamented Eric Carmen in
his infamous tear-jerking
power ballad. And while

it’s clearly a genuine sentiment, whether
or not it’s shared by HR professionals is
up for debate. As with any job, people
practitioners move between organisations
to gain experience in a variety of teams and
move up the career ladder. This in itself
is nothing new, although apparently to a
lesser extent during the last 18 months,
given that research from the Association of
Professional Staffing Companies (APSCo)
and Vacancysoft found that the number
of vacancies for the HR profession
dropped 38 per cent year-on-year in 2020.

And each time a people person starts a
new role, the HR team is on hand to show
them the ropes, offer help and advice and

act as a sounding board for ideas. Unless,
of course, there isn’t a team, and you’re
the first and only HR professional in the
organisation, brought in to set up the
function from scratch.

Most commonly, this is the case when
SMEs reach a point in their growth when
the leadership team realises a lack of in-
house HR expertise is causing inefficiencies
that may harm performance. However,
the need to build HR from the ground
up can occur in a wide range of situations,
from a larger organisation selling off part
of its business to the establishment of a
new subsidiary, or moves towards greater
professionalism in charities, educational
institutions, sports clubs and so on.

“The approach an organisation takes
when establishing an HR function or
department is determined by whether
the organisation is a start-up or has been

in operation for some time,” explains
Dr Washika Haak-Saheem, associate
professor in human resource management
at Henley Business School. “Additionally,
this process of building an HR function
is affected by the industry, size, culture,
mission, vision, institutional environment
in which this organisation is embedded
and its growth forecasts. Throughout this
process, the general perception of the role
and competencies of HR also plays a role.”

She adds that when appointing their
first HR professional, organisations should
choose someone who has expertise but also
the passion to establish an infrastructure
to manage their most valuable assets.

Tutu Popoola, director of consultancy
Sleek HR, helps businesses build HR
capability. She says headcount shouldn’t
be the only indicator of when to hire HR
support, because decisions should also be

“
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ShaunRafferty,directorofpeople

atProject6,advisesabsorbing the

organisation’sculturebeforebringing

insolutionsyou’veusedbefore
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HOWTOSETUP
HRFROMSCRATCH
–FROMTHOSE
WHOHAVE
“Know when you need to start hiring into
your HR team. You can get very used to
doing everything yourself when you first
start an HR function and it’s important to
notice when too much of your time is taken
up doing the ‘doing’ when you could be
providing much more value through bigger
strategic work. The company and the
people are definitely not getting the full
value of having you at that point and that’s
when it’s time to expand the team.”

Alys Martin, head of people and
culture at Eave, previously head of
people at Zappar

“Being responsible for establishing the HR
function in an existing company can be
overwhelming. My advice is to begin with
reviewing what HR practices are in place
and how they’re being executed. Even in a
company without a formal HR department,
HR-related tasks are being performed.
The HR professional should, then, identify
what’s being done correctly and what
needs to be changed. Ideally, an action
plan should be created, prioritising
specific items based on their importance
and urgency. Undoubtedly, organising HR
and tuning it to operate effectively can be
challenging. HR professionals should trust
themselves and recall their past
accomplishments.”

Melina Demosthenous, HR officer
at Ancoria

“I advise really integrating yourself into the
culture as it is and understanding where
the organisation is currently operating and
making small changes as needed. Also,
read the existing employee handbook in
the first month or so and make notes of
anything that may not be represented
accurately, whether it needs to be edited,
omitted, or added to. Especially in a
start-up environment, new employees are
seeking this information out and will likely
point out inconsistencies.”

Jacqueline Curb, recruitment and
HR at Gig

based on what kind of people and culture
challenges a business faces; whether there
are adequate skills to handle these in-
house; and how they impact growth.

Typically, businesses start giving serious
thought to HR when they have around
15 people, says Popoola. “At this point,
most businesses may rely on the expertise
of an external HR consultancy to build
culture, mitigate risks and provide much
needed structure. However, as the business
grows and is approaching 40 people,
it’s time to build an in-house function,
perhaps starting from a part-time in-house
generalist and building up to a full team.”

Joanna Chatterton, partner and head
of employment at Fox Williams, says
a headcount of around 50 is the magic
number at which to begin investing in a
specialist HR function. Until that point
she generally sees responsibility for HR
sitting with the finance function or a chief
of operations, with day-to-day employee
relations handled by an office manager
with the support of external advisers or an
HR consultant who dips in and out.

“Once you hit 50 employees you
will probably be best served with an
experienced HR manager and an HR
administrator,” says Chatterton. “You will
be buying experience you don’t need with an
HRD. A good HR manager will be flexible
about acting up or doing some admin
tasks which an HRD may be less inclined

to engage in. If the HR function has been
sitting elsewhere in the organisation, be
clear who is responsible for what when
your HR manager arrives to avoid things
falling between the gaps or tension because
assumptions have been made.”

Earlier in his career, Aaron Taylor,
today a principal lecturer at the
University of Sunderland, was in exactly
that position. He was recruited to help
design and develop the HR function
at the distribution arm of a large retail
organisation after the company became
concerned it was not legally compliant.

“My initial priorities were mainly
operational,” says Taylor. “Payroll used to
be done manually and record keeping was
haphazard. One of my first tasks was to
transfer all of the data I could find onto a
spreadsheet. I also focused on the creation
of an employee handbook, although that
took several months to complete.”

Performance management was also
a big concern given a lack of clarity
around standards and expectations. For
instance, even simple details such as start
and finish times had not been agreed.
Taylor also initiated an employee forum
and created onboarding, induction and
training programmes that concentrated on
developing skills. Moreover, he felt it was
important to create a culture of support.

The same can be said for Helen Reeves,
head of human resources strategy and
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HelenReeves,headofHRstrategy

atManorGreenSchool, spent time

learningabout theschool’sHRneeds

whenshefirst started inher role
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development at special needs school
Manor Green School, who joined her
organisation in 2014 to set up and lead
the HR function. Until her arrival,
responsibility for staff recruitment and
training lay with a business manager,
and Reeves was on her own for the first
six weeks before the team was expanded,
so she had to quickly familiarise and
establish herself both within the school,
and as part of the leadership team.

“I met with individual school leaders
to learn about their HR needs, and being
new to the education sector, also spent
some time in classes gaining a better
understanding of how the school met
the needs of its students and the skills
and talents that are required to do
so,” she explains. “I also undertook a
review of HR systems and processes to
decide what was working well and what

needed improving.”
Having joined the school from a

regulatory background,
Reeves also embraced
the opportunity to raise
awareness of best practice
and compliance. One of the
biggest challenges, she says,
was records management
– she recalls how there
seemed to be a paper form
for everything and how she
struggled to navigate the
information held in various computer
network drives and paper personnel files.
So changing paper-based appraisals and
absence management to online systems,
and recruiting a contract records manager
was high on her agenda.

“School staff were not used to having
an HR team, so it took some introductory
meetings and a communications plan to
let people know who we were and why we
were there,” Reeves says. “We also needed
to build trust. By being visible and inviting
staff to training, workshops, discussion
groups and ‘open door’ surgeries, staff
soon found their voice and I could see the
positive impact our presence was having.”

Away from education in the world
of start-ups, Hessie Coleman has twice
built HR functions from scratch: firstly
at challenger bank Starling, and today
in digital workspace company SEDNA,
which she joined as chief people officer in
January 2020, just prior to the coronavirus
pandemic. Since her arrival, the company

attraction and recruitment through to
learning and development, policies, reward,
and everything in between.

“You are a true manifestation of what
you need to be able to do in a start-up: one
day you can be writing a strategy, another
day you could be writing the most basic
letter. The type of person you need has
to be extra comfortable with ambiguity,
multitasking and not being worried that
there is not a blueprint to follow but love
the idea of creating it all themselves.”

Wenham adds that while it’s vital not
to underestimate the amount of process
development and admin required, you
must not get lost in it. An eye must always
be kept on the strategy and approach you
are designing within your organisation.

“Colleagues don’t always understand
what’s required to ensure you are a fully
operational people function and the
initial monetary investment to get up and
running can be underestimated,” says
Wenham. “You may think you have a
greenfield opportunity, but in reality, team
members bring their own experiences with
them and often try to replicate what they
have done elsewhere rather than what is
required within this new organisation.”

Another organisation that has grown
fast over the past year is Yorkshire-based
drug and alcohol charity Project 6, which
has doubled staff numbers and increased
locations from one to three. Shaun
Rafferty joined as its first director of people
in April 2021 and initially made a big
push on EDI, HR policies and employee
relations. But a lack of basic HR systems
quickly became another priority, and an
audit of HR policies found they all needed
some rewriting – and recruitment and
onboarding processes also needed review.

Rafferty says the charity’s CEO and
trustees have been completely behind
him and established a strong set of values
that have guided his work. To build his
team, he has successfully made the case for
moving the finance and HR administrator
studying for a CIPD qualification into
a full-time HR role to strengthen the
function. “Spend time absorbing the culture
and values before deploying solutions
you’ve used elsewhere,” Rafferty advises
people professionals in a similar position.
“From the beginning, link everything to
better services on the front line, efficiency,
empowerment of staff and do a long-term
plan that the whole board owns.”

has seen fast growth and doubled in size
from 50 to 100 people.

“Hiring the right talent for a business
is not only crucial for the product but
also for the company culture,” Coleman
explains. “Nowadays, talent does not join
a business for the product alone but also
for the culture, and so I needed to deeply
understand and articulate what makes
SEDNA’s culture special while creating
a highly welcoming environment to
quickly integrate many new team members
without destabilising the existing team.”

A focus on mental health, giving room
for open feedback and engagement, and
ensuring the team continued to feel
connected despite the ensuing global
upheaval were high on Coleman’s list.
Onboarding many of the team throughout
the pandemic meant reinforcing and
extending remote working policies
to strengthen existing practices as an
international company with a fully remote

team. Coleman also invested
time in developing forums
such as town hall meetings for
company updates, and ‘Show
and tell’, a chance for teams
to present informally on work
in progress to help employees
engage with teammates despite
not sharing an office. Curiosity
is an essential part of SEDNA’s
culture, adds Coleman, leading

to the creation of a programme to support
training that is accessible to all.

Higher education provider TEDI-
London was established as a joint venture
in 2019 by three institutions with the aim
to increase the number of engineers for the
future. Michelle Wenham, who joined as
chief people officer, had to develop a suite
of policies and processes that reflected
the organisation. Values and associated
behavioural work were undertaken, which
then reflected the way the policies were
written and developed – the tone of voice,
how TEDI would lead and manage its
teams, and what type of people it was
looking to work with. Wenham then had
to develop the induction approach and all
supporting documentation for individual
staff members and their managers.

The biggest challenge, she says, was
the “sheer breadth and depth” of what
she needed to know as the only qualified
HR professional within the organisation,
covering the entire lifecycle from

“About50isthe
magicnumber
atwhichto
begininvesting
inaspecialist
HRfunction”

HR from scratch
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“I’ve seen a lot of fads
come and go – I hope
this won’t be one”
Future of work expert Professor LyndaGratton explains
howHR canmake sure the improvements Covid has
brought to working practices aren’t just a flash in the pan
INTERVIEW ELEANOR WHITEHOUSE

W
ith the world of work not seeing
anything like the current level
of disruption in more than two

centuries, if there’s ever been a more
interesting time to be one of the UK’s
foremost experts on the future of work,
it’s now. As well as being professor of
management practice at London Business
School and founder of research advisory
practice HSM Advisory and the Future
of Work Research Consortium, Lynda
Gratton is also the author of several
bestselling business books, including
The 100-Year Life and TheNewLong
Life. Ahead of her keynote appearance
at this year’s CIPD Annual Conference
and Exhibition, PeopleManagement sat
down with Gratton to discuss the future
of hybrid working and how HR can
capitalise on this ‘new normal’.

Howcanwemaintain the
momentumof these newworking
practices aswe exit the pandemic?
Focus on productivity and performance.
I’ve seen a lot of fads come and go, and
if this is going to stand a chance of not
being a fad, executives have to look back
in three years’ time and say ‘That was
a great idea.’ Intentionality is going to
be important – as an HR function,
we’ve got to learn about work in a way
that we’ve never had to before. The HR

functions that are working well right
now are those that are being intentional
about the design of work. If most of
your jobs are to do with focus, it’s fine
for people to be at home. But if part of
a job is to cooperate in a creative way,
people need to be in the office for some
of that time. But it’s also important this
isn’t just seen as an HR initiative. It’s a
cross-functional initiative where HR is
a member of a team that could include
premises, IT, marketing and strategy.

The way we work has largely been
cemented since the industrial revolution,
and this is the exciting moment where
we can really think about it again. This
is the time when everyone got pushed
into the deep end of the swimming pool.
It would be very sad in five years’ time if
we were to just go back to how we were.

What should employers consider
when implementinghybridworking?
At my company, we’re going through a
fast learning process. We’ve learnt that
implementation is about three things:
co-creating with your employees so they
feel their voices are heard; putting more
emphasis on managers, because they’re
being asked to design work, not just get
on and manage people; and identifying
how leadership and the company’s
purpose relate to work. There isn’t a

silver bullet and it’s way beyond ‘one size
fits all’, but it’s a big opportunity for HR.

HowcanHRmake sure any new
ways ofworking are inclusive?
It’s important to think about time as
well as place and ask people what’s
important to them. So many roles out
there obviously aren’t able to work from
home, and people are understanding
about that, but we have to acknowledge
that they have different opportunities to
be flexible. And that doesn’t mean we
should take away from the fact that we
need to talk about that with everybody.

HowshouldHRbe careful around
wellbeing andhybridworking?
A downside of home working is you
don’t manage your boundaries. We’ve
been advising companies a lot on this.
More intentional work means
intentional scheduling, but at the
minute every interaction is becoming a
meeting, so people have Zoom fatigue.
So we have to be much more intentional
and decide when you need a high level of
interaction, and when it would be fine to
speak on the phone or over email.

Gratton will be speaking at this year’s CIPD Annual
Conference and Exhibition on 3-4 November in
Manchester and online. To view the conference programme
and book your ticket, visit cipd.co.uk/aceM
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“Don’t worry,
Bubba – they’ve

booked you some

resilience training”



WORDS ELIZABETH HOWLETT

I t’s arguably the holy grail of attributes
in today’s world of work – andmore
important than ever thanks to the
turmoil brought by the pandemic.
When realised, a state of resilience

canhelp employees power through stressful
situations andperiods of uncertainty, and
if reports on the trend are to be believed,
a resilient employeewill see adversity as a
challenge andwill try to view a negative as
a positive. In short; they can turn a frown–
or in this case, stress – upside down.

EmmaMamo, head of workplace
wellbeing atMind describes resilience in
aworkplace context as “an ability to carry
out your job to a high standard even during
times of pressure”, and explains that, to a
lesser or greater degree, everyone is resilient.

Althoughmore a state ofmind than
a concrete set of characteristics that can
bemeasured, some organisations have
attempted to quantify the term.A report
byAon released shortly after the onset
of the pandemic said there is nothing
businesses needmore thanworkforce
resilience, adding that theywill “need
people who canweather storms,” but it
found that only one in three (30 per cent)
employees actually felt resilient.

It also revealed that employees
don’t necessarily become– and stay –
resilient on their own.While a person’s
resilience level depends entirely on
their psychologicalmake-up, even the
sturdiest of employees would buckle
withoutwellbeing support.The report
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The dark side of resilience

The idea of resilience
has never been as
vital as during the
last 18months – but
does it just act as a

sticking plaster rather
than addressing the
root causes of poor

wellbeing?
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found that in organisations that don’t
offerwellbeing initiatives, only 15 per
cent of employees felt resilient while in
those that do, nearly half (45 per cent)
employees felt resilient. Additionally,
research conducted by healthcare provider
Lime found that three in 10 (29 per cent)
employees don’t think they are coping at
work, and two-fifths (40 per cent) said
they felt less resilient now than they did
before the pandemic.Most importantly,
nearly half (44 per cent) said that low
personal resilience impacts their ability
to do their job. It would appear, then,
that if built up correctly with the right
support in place, resilience can be amajor
asset to an organisation.TheCIPD’s
recent Employee Resilience: an evidence
review certainly agreed, saying that
resilient employees are “assumed” to
deliver better performance and bemore
“committed, satisfied and healthier” at
work. Rachel Suff, senior policy advisor
at theCIPD, explains the report found
that resilience is amixture of “trait and
state” which she says is important in terms
of howwe understand and
influence resilience. “There is
a linkwithmental health,” she
explains. “Resilience is related
to psychological stress, so the
more stress a person is under
will be a negative factor on their
resilience levels, but also the
better their resilience levels, the
more likely they are towithstand
stress. It works bothways.”

However, theCIPD’s report camewith
awarning that the onusmust not be on
employees to “toughen up” – orweather
storms – on their own. Itmakes a strong
case that while resilience has a range of
differentmeanings and connotations, it’s
built by organisations helping employees
thrive collectively, rather than oneworker
holding it together through gritted teeth.

Unfortunately, employee resilience
has a history of being used for thewrong
reasons by organisations looking to
hideworkplace unpleasantries, says
psychologist Elizabeth Lewis, who tells
of a dark side to the resiliencemovement.
“There’s definitely a danger of employers
using resilience as a smokescreen for
other issues,” says Lewis. “There are
a lot of things that can’t be glossed
over by saying people need to bemore
resilient, especially in a situation [like

the pandemic], when people are at risk of
mental and physical harm.”Unexpectedly,
thewords ‘resilience’ and ‘danger’ seem
to go hand-in-hand, as Sinead Sharpe,
HRdirector at recruitment firmStaffline
Ireland expresses a similar concern on the
“misuse” of resilience. “For a lot of people
resiliencemeans ‘stop complaining’,” she
says. “That’s precisely the danger of the
word because itmeans somany different
things to different people.”

Sharpe adds that trying to build
employee resilience if your organisation
is causing the problem is a fruitless task.
“It’s no good encouraging people to build
resiliencewhen you’re operating in a
toxic culture, or they are always in fear of
being blamed for something,” she says.
“There’s no point in saying you need to
copewith constant change andmanaging
stress, but on the other hand saying that if
something goes wrong then you’re going
to take the flack for it.” ForMamo and
thewidermental health community, the
term ‘resilience’ is a point of contention.
“There is a commonmisconception that

those of us withmental health
problems are less resilient
than the general population.
In fact, the opposite is often
true,” she explains and voices
serious concerns on the intent
of the resilience trend. “It
could result in employers
providing staffwith training
with the aim that they can
then justify exposing them to

stressful working environments, perhaps
claiming they aren’t resilient enoughwhen
their health andwellbeing suffers as a
result,” she says, adding that workplaces
doing this could see reduced productivity
andmorale, increased sickness absence,
higher turnover and even potential
legal action. And this is exactly the
type of approach theCIPD is trying
to counter, says Suff. “Theworst
thing you can do in an organisational
context is say ‘toughen up, the
problem is you, you need to bemore
resilient’,” she argues. “It puts the onus
back on the individual.” Suff adds that
how employees deal with adversity is
really important during the pandemic,
and individual approaches such as
training and coachingwon’t always
work on their own. “If you’re doing
[training and coaching] in the context

“It’snogood
encouraging
resilience
whenyou’re
operatingina
toxicculture”

Resilience in
research

A study by Wraw on resilience in
the pandemic found that since the
crisis began, resilience scores for

females reduced by 4.7 per cent while
those for males dropped by 2.8 per

cent, which equates to females
experiencing a decline 68 per cent

larger than males.

A report by Aon found
only 37 per cent of non-

resilient workers feel
they can take care of

their personal needs at
work, and only 28 per
cent of non-resilient
workers feel able to

confide in their manager
about their problems.

MHR Global found
that 80 per cent of companies with

high resilience ratings say their
employees are more productive and

produce better-quality work than
competitors, compared with 16 per

cent of companies giving themselves
the lowest ratings for resilience.

A study by Lime found 51 per cent
of employees felt they were pressured

into putting on a brave face among
colleagues and 19 per cent admitted

feeling concerned that their stress
was visible to others.

A survey by Business in the
Community found 80 per cent of

respondents felt emotional resilience
is extremely or very important for

their own or any organisation.

THE
RISING
RESILIENT
Howworkforce resilience
will enable businesses to thrive.

The dark side of resilience

Evidence summary

March 2021

An evidence review

EMPLOYEE
RESILIENCE

TheCIPD’sevidence
reviewalso foundthat
resilientemployees
performbetteratwork



Resilience trainingcanbe
usefulbutagoodcompany
cultureandtherightemployee

support shouldbe inplace too

of an organisationwith high risk of stress,
badlymanaged organisational change or
toxic relationships then it’s unlikely to
have an effect,” she explains.

Indeed, businesses battling these kinds
of issues that try to send their employees
on resilience coaching or individual
training could soon come unstuck,
according to Ian Pettigrew, who coaches
resilience at KingfisherCoaching.He
explains that organisations attempting to
plaster over the cracks of a toxic culture
with resilience courses are going to be
“disappointed and in for a surprise”.

“If donewell, a resilienceworkshop
will help people to push backwhen they
are strugglingwith chronic overwork,” he
explains, and adds that it’s “not unusual”
for him to highlight the issues with the
participants’ leadership team–with their
permission, of course. “Perhaps it seems
easier to send people to aworkshop than it
is to change the organisational culture, but
where that is a problem I try to push back,
because you’ve got to get it all right.”

Pettigrew explains that resilience
training is oftenmisunderstood by
organisations. “People see resilience
workshops as a one-off standalone thing,
whereas actually, it’s part of helping people
realise their potential,” he says. “The
things we cover would be things you’d
cover anyway if you cared about
your people. It’s about helping
people thrive, not just helping
them to not get broken.”

Instilling resilience among
aworkforce is perhaps then a
double-edged sword, because any
attempts to force it uponworkers
will undoubtedly backfire. But
how can organisations avoid
using resilience as a stick to beat
their employeeswith, and is it possible
to develop it in a healthy, constructive
way? Sharpe believes it’s possible – she
has seen first hand how resilience can be
encouragedwith realistic expectations and
understanding. “Resilience canbebuilt in a
healthy and constructiveway,” she says. “For
my own businesses during the pandemic
I had to think aboutwhatwemeanwhen
we say ‘resilience’ in terms of output and
behaviour, andwhat characteristics you
would like that person to display.”

She explains that it first has to start
with a good company culture and a

supportive environment so that a gentle,
human approach can bemodelled by
seniormanagers. “A softer formof
resilience is having leaders who role
model positivity but also humour,
especially when things are heavy,” she says.
“Sometimes just sitting down, talking and
being lightheartedwhen it’s appropriate
brings people together.”

However, Sharpe also argues that
because of the intricate nature of resilience,
employersmay be fighting a losing battle.
“Youwill never completely instil resilience
in your employees through your external
actions as an employer if it’s not already in
them,” she says. “Some people are naturally
highly strung and you’ll never change
that as an employer, but what you can do
is create an environment that encourages

resilient behaviours and
outcomes from your staff.”
Mamo agrees that themost
important step for employers
is creating the right culture
and environment so staff
feel confident they can talk
openly, and bemetwith
support and understanding.
“There is no ‘one size
fits all’ approach, but

regularly communicating and providing
opportunities for staff to talk about any
issues they’re facing are really important.”

BothMamo and Suff also advocate
strongmental health support across the
business, explaining that improving
resilience follows a similar strategy to
improvingwellbeing. “If youwant to
boost resilience youwould take a similar
organisational approach to boosting
mental wellbeing,” says Suff. “You can
do this bymaking sure there aren’t
high-risk factors that can cause stress and
undermine people’s resilience, andmaking

sure as an organisation youmanage
changewell.”

Jill Flint-Taylor, professor of
organisational psychology atHult
Ashridge Executive Education and an
author on the topic, also agrees that the
organisationmust be geared up to support
resiliencewith a good culture and plenty
of support, but she believes in creating
controlled levels of stress. “You should give
employees a controlled challenge, but only
if you have the right emotional support,”
she says, adding that the pandemic is the
perfect breeding ground for resilience
building. “Resilience really builds under
challenge and pressure, andwhenwe are
stretched but still feel we canmanage.
But if you’re stretched and you feel like
you cannot cope, then you burn out,” she
explains. “If people are taken out of their
comfort zone and challenged but still have
enough resources and support from their
organisation, their resiliencewill build.”

She also argues that while people’s own
level of resilience is their responsibility,
managers also have a duty to not
undermine their resilience level, whatever
thatmay be, and support it over the long
term to help thembuild their confidence.

But despite this, Suff explains,
there is also a positive to be found in
understanding resilience, because it is
variable and determined bymultiple
factors. “Your environment, how your
work is set up and other people’s behaviour
towards you, includingmanagers, is
going tomake a difference,” she says.
“That’s optimistic, because itmeans your
resilience is not set in stone and can be
influenced.Organisations,managers and
colleagues canmake a real difference and
that’s positive because itmeans businesses
can put in place steps to protect your own
resilience.”
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“Workshops
arenotaone-
offthingbutare
partofhelping
peoplerealise
theirpotential”
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The dark side of resilience
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is changing
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The exponential rise in digital learning during the pandemic has put
training at the heart of organisations. But with increasing demand for
e-learning amid declining budgets, L&Dhas to work smarter with less

L&D on a shoestring

WORDS VERITY GOUGH

42 peoplemanagement.co.uk

“Here’s you
budget for n

T he last 18 months have
seen digital learning become
the norm for organisations
across the UK, with L&D
leading the charge as

companies discover new ways of
responding to the challenge. The crisis
has also provided opportunities to
innovate, realign with organisational
needs, refresh tired processes, and
streamline many of the employee
reskilling practices in response to
the disruption.

With the move to digital across all
functions, one could be forgiven for
thinking that there was money in the
company coffers earmarked for these
transformational developments. Yet
earlier this year, a study by online and
blended learning specialist Arden
University found that almost 60 per cent
of L&D professionals said that while
the pandemic had changed their
organisations’ attitudes to digital
learning, the increased demand was
not translating into investment: only
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our L&D
next year”



getting some pretty amazing
results. In 2019, we ran 4,746
courses, in 2020 during the
pandemic we ran 5,692, and
today, at only halfway through
the year, we have more than 6,000
courses running. We’re getting
more people through training,
they are more competent and for
a lot less money. In fact, I’ve taken
two-thirds off our training
budget,” she enthuses.

Boosting motivation and
engagement
Eleanor MacKenzie, learning and
engagement officer at the Central
Services Committee of the Church
of Scotland, has found that the
move to digital has had the
additional benefit of boosting
workforce morale despite the
uncertainty brought about by the
Covid crisis. “E-learning has really
taken off for us and it’s shown the
leaders just how valuable it is,” she
says. “We have tended to go for face-
to-face training traditionally, but
since the pandemic I’ve incorporated
online learning and we’ve delivered
our own tailored e-learning modules
that staff can access 24/7. Employee
engagement in training has just
gone through the roof. They love
the virtual classrooms and webinars,
and they also find instructional
videos useful. I’ve even developed
an infographic of how to connect
yourself to Microsoft Teams and it’s
not just our direct staff that are using
it – it’s being picked up by external
employees too,” she adds.

One of the key things that has
come out of the Covid crisis for
L&D is how much expertise can
be harvested from within the
organisation – and this untapped,
cost-reductive potential translates
into training opportunities. Turley
has found a means of funnelling the
expertise of her nurses into an internal
clinical assessment function: “Why
would we pay somebody else when
we have lead nurses in place who know
their jobs inside out? They should be
able to develop other people, it is a
great skill and motivator for them
as well and makes them much more

44 peoplemanagement.co.uk

“Managershave
hadtochange
thewaythey
weredoing
things literally
overnight”
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half (52 per cent) planned on increasing
their 2022 budgets to match this need.

The same trends were evident in the
CIPD and Accenture’s 2021 Learning
and Skills atWork report, which further
revealed that while seven in 10 (70 per
cent) organisations reported an increase
in their use of digital or online solutions
over the last year, a mere third (36 per
cent) had increased their investment in
learning technology. “I think it’s true
to say that the pandemic has caused
some who perhaps may have had some
scepticism about the value of digital
learning to recognise its importance,
and there’s now a general acceptance
of digital as a very effective tool that can
be embedded in most organisations,”
explains Andy Lancaster, head of
learning at the CIPD. “We’ve
really got to recognise now
that we need to be able to
deliver great digital solutions.
It’s not second best: digital now
is a brilliant option for us.”

Pulling rabbits out of hats
For organisations in the third
sector, delivering training has
always meant keeping an eye on
the bottom line, but the recent
disruption has seen L&D take the bit
between their teeth and maximise
what they have. The Charity Learning
Consortium, a group of around 200
charities that shares resources and best
practice, has seen a 350 per cent rise in
the usage of its free training content
during the pandemic: “For years, we’ve
talked about learning culture, but
changing the culture of an organisation
takes time. When you’re forced into
doing something, it accelerates that
culture change,” explains CEO Martin
Baker. “The pandemic has condensed
that digital transformation into a matter
of maybe weeks. Managers have looked at
the situation and said to themselves,
‘We’ve got these resources right here,
we’ve just got to use them.’ They’ve just
had to change the way they were doing
things literally overnight.”

A great example of this is Barchester
Healthcare, which runs 240 care homes
and six registered hospitals across the
UK, employing 18,000 staff. It has been
understandably pressurised during the
pandemic, yet managed to train more
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than 650 volunteers using its e-learning
induction program, increasing employee
satisfaction from 72 per cent to 85 per
cent during this time. “The adaptiveness
of our digital learning platform enabled
us to react within days at the onset of the
pandemic,” explains Gareth Williams,
the company’s director of learning and
development. “We moved some of our
face-to-face courses to e-learning, enabled
site-based competencies to be recorded
locally and enabled trainers to host
remote learning and dial into sites to
observe practice.

“As guidance filtered through from
the different governments and the
Department of Health, we were also able
to disseminate messages and videos,
usually the same day, to all our people.

Throughout the pandemic
our statutory and mandatory
training didn’t drop below
93 per cent,” he adds.

Another example of L&D
ingenuity is the impressive
results achieved by Jacqueline
Turley, learning and
development manager at the
British Pregnancy Advisory
Service (BPAS), a charity

that oversees more than 100,000 women
a year for reproductive healthcare services
across the UK, operating under NHS
contracts for a variety of its services.
Turley manages clinical training for the
nurses, midwives and doctors, ensuring
that they have the knowledge, skills and
behaviours required to do their job.

“I was told, ‘You can’t do clinical
training online, it’s impossible,’ but we’ve
had no choice,” she says. “Staff who had
been furloughed needed to keep up with
their training, and because it’s a clinical
setting, they have to be recertified every
so often and show continued CPD.”
Turley promptly took the traditional
classroom-based lectures online, created
interactive videos and an assessment tool
to ensure that staff met the requirements
before signing them off. “I obviously
needed to prove that this was the way to
go because the heads of our clinical
departments weren’t sure it was going to
work – but we’ve now transitioned 95 per
cent of our training online.”

What’s more, Turley has also been able
to report impressive figures to back up
the switch to digital learning: “We’re
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Thepandemic forcedmanycompanies

toaccelerate theirdigital learning

processes, completely transforming

thewaythey train their staff
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“With massive open online courses
(MOOCs) and platforms like Linkedin
Learning and Skillshare, managers in
charge of L&D budgets have access to
an unprecedented variety of learning
technologies and offerings. It’s the best
time to build an inclusive and diverse
learning offering landscape with limited
budget. Content abundance, however,
means attention scarcity. More than ever,
L&D has to answer the relevance and
effectiveness question. Why are the
selected topics and skills relevant, and
how can we minimise the learning time
while maximising the output?”
Nan Guo, programme director
executive education at The European
School of Management and Technology

“While much of the next 18 months for L&D
remains opaque, some things have become
clear. Hybrid technology will become a
standard part of how we work, learn and

develop; ensuring dispersed individuals
feel physically included when based
outside the office. Inclusivity and
participation will become the critical
drivers of every learning programme.”
Richard Robinson, managing director
of Econsultancy

“Since Covid, this idea of multiple series,
training box sets or collections of minute-
long content has grown, and training is
going to be much more consumable.
People don’t want to be sitting down in front
of a PC, they want everything to come
straight into their phones.”
Martin Baker, CEO of the Charity
Learning Consortium

“I believe there will be a greater blend of
formats going forward. Those who can
elegantly integrate and facilitate adult
learning between the different formats,
recognising the role and value of the

different components, will win the race.
Online sessions need to be used to deliver
learners to the face-to-face sessions ready
and prepared to optimise their face-to-face
learning time.”
Claire Hewitt, head of partnership
programmes, Corporate Development
Division at Henley Business School

“Prioritise, socialise, personalise. We need
to recognise that we need to be able to
deliver great digital solutions. The
pandemic has forced us to really prioritise,
while ‘socialise’ is about how we connect
people in vibrant learning communities.
Finally, personalise: one size never did fit all,
and we have people working in hugely
different circumstances – what we must do
is offer a personalised approach where
people can access different content and
different resources.”
Andy Lancaster, head of learning at
the CIPD

What will digital learning look like in the next 12 months?

NomoreGoogling toboost training

resources–companieshavenow

implementedtailoredstrategies



engaged in the process. They have this
vested interest, too, because they want
their nurses in their own clinic to be the
best they can possibly be. The best person
to do that is them,” she says.

And the data doesn’t lie. She reports
that the company has reduced its
training spend by a third since 2020 as
well as building its bank of assessors,
training thousands more staff and
building digital competence across the
whole organisation: “L&D is not just a
training department – we’re seen as the
driving force.”

Content is king
Ensuring that training design is both
relevant and effective is one of the pain
points that L&D managers flagged in
both the Arden University report and
the Accenture/CIPD study, but this does
not have to equal higher costs. Lancaster
says now is the perfect time to harness
the free content available and learning
departments should be able to curate the
best of what is out there: “In the past,
organisations might have dabbled a bit

and done a bit of Googling around
a particular programme, but what we’re
seeing now is an intentional strategy to
go and find great resources which support
learning within the organisation,” he
explains. “The use of smart devices to
create short instructional videos or
podcasts is increasing and these are
incredibly authentic, in the moment and
contextual. They are a means of sharing
knowledge and experience, which is great
to see.”

Williams also points out the benefits
of being able to customise cost-effective
training packages as a means of achieving
more while spending less: “Learning
needs to be flexible and developed to
meet your operational needs. If you buy
off-the-shelf packages, make sure you
have the ability to edit content or put
together simple e-learning or webinars,”
he advises. Lancaster also highlights the
benefits of this blended modality: “We
are seeing the use of peer coaching and
mentoring in socialised communities
really coming through to create a place
where knowledge can be shared, practice
sharpened, and problems solved.”

So is this the bright new future for
L&D? Smarter, more cost-effective,
learner-centred and customisable
programme design, consumable learning
and blended approaches, and a reduction
in face-to-face learning, even as we
emerge from the pandemic? “We’re not
saying training won’t be face to face.
Insightful learning teams can now look
at how they leverage digital in a really
meaningful way, and this doesn’t have to
be high cost,” says Lancaster.

MacKenzie feels that digital is set to
become the primary method of delivery
for her training programmes: “I can’t see
us going back to face-to-face courses the
way they were,” she says. “We’ve found
staff tend to prefer the webinars and
online content, and we’re now creating
our own e-learning modules that are
blended with supplementary Q&A
sessions.” Turley, too, is convinced that
the success of her approach to digital
learning speaks for itself: “I’ve actually
asked the question every fortnight during
a catch-up with one of our directors.
I said, ‘We’ve done all this great stuff, so
what do you want to see going forward?’
And the response was unanimous – this
is now the way we do L&D.”

L&D on a shoestring

Learningneeds toadapt tousers’

lifestyles– forexample,being readily

accessibleviasmartphones



The first step is to ask
what you’re trying to
achieve with a digital
platform and the
challenge that you’re
trying to overcome.
As L&D professionals,
it’s our job to provide
the right solution and
ensure that everyone
has access to learning,
especially in a
post-pandemic world
where flexible working
is on the rise.

Your first port of call should
be to do your research on the
range of systems currently
available on the
market. Be sure
to get a fully
functioning demo
from the provider
so you can completely assess
its functionality to avoid any
mishaps arising when you come
to implement the platform.

It’s important to explore the
platform with the business’s
needs in mind: how do its
capabilities link in with what
you need? For example, some
systems will record learning data
and host a variety of e-learning
materials and tools, while others
will support user-generated

content and build its own
learning ecosystem.

You have to look at the
organisation as a whole,

especially if your business has
compliance training elements,
as some platforms allow you to
link directly with your HR
system for enhanced efficiency.

You should also get your IT
department, if you have one,
involved at a very early stage to
ensure everyone has the right
equipment to engage with the
platform, and also clear admin
permissions for accessing
external sites, such as YouTube.

Your learning content
should be system agnostic,
so it will work on any device.

It’s also good to conduct
surveys to ascertain
employee accessibility,
both from technical and
inclusion and diversity
perspectives. Questions on
whether staff can access the
content easily, and whether
any adaptations will need to
be made – such as adding
subtitles – are key.

In terms of digital learning
and development content,
it’s useful to build content in
advance just in case you need it,
so it’s available as and when the
learner needs to access it.
Ensuring the content is not too
brief but not too comprehensive,
either, will give the feel of a
personalised approach and help
the learner feel it’s been created
just for them.

If you’re working to a tight
timeframe, you can always
purchase content from an
external provider. But if you’re
developing the content
in-house, I would recommend
employing the expertise of an
experienced digital learning
designer if you don’t already
have one.

Helping you get further

48 peoplemanagement.co.uk

Career path

Dipesh Mistry
is digital learning
manager at
MyHomeMove

Masterclass

“Get a fully functioning
demo from the provider”

Taking it further

How to roll out a digital L&D platform
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Listen:
Large-Scale

Digital Learning
Transformations by
The Learning and
Development Podcast
bit.ly/LDScale

Watch:
‘Digital Learning,

Friend or Foe?’
webinar by the
Academy to
Innovate HR
bit.ly/DigiFoe

Read:Digital
learning in a post-

Covid-19 economy
report by the CIPD
bit.ly/
DigitalPostCovid
Economy

Research: one
in 10workers
anxious about
returning to
the office

p57

Don’t forget towarn IT
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My proudest moment was winning
Independent HR Consultant of Wales
in 2019. The business was only three years
in when I was nominated. I didn’t believe
that I would win because the people I was
up against were from larger HR companies.
When they called my name out, I literally
fell off my chair. I was proud for me, but
also proud for my clients because it
resonated that they had made the right
choice in selecting me.

I took HR evening classes because I was a mum
and didn’t have the luxury of going on a full-time course.
I did the CIPD certificate in personnel practice and
independent courses in managing staff and developing
employees. I’m also a big reader of employment law, case
studies and tribunal cases. You learn from your peers.
It is really important to realise that they’re not your
competition, but your support.

For anybody starting out in
HR, you have to be passionate
about it and not afraid if one
aspect isn’t for you, because
there are so many other parts.
Always take a step back and
absorb the information before
you make a decision. We help
business owners and managers
because they can sometimes be
too involved with their staff.
We can encourage them to
learn how to take that step back
and look at the bigger picture.

When starting my own business, one
challenge was getting clients to trust an
independent HR office. But between year one
and year five, I have seen client growth of 300
per cent. I also started the business because
I wanted a work-life balance, and had a wake-up
call after a car crash in 2014. I wanted to walk
my dogs when I chose and be on hand for my
grandchildren’s school holidays. Now, I have
both that and a company that has grown.

HR isn’t just filing, there’s a lot more
to it and I’m passionate about doing things
right. I like listening to and developing
people, and HR is the key for that. We spot
talent all the time and not just talent in the
roles that people are doing. While working
at Warm Wales, someone would come in as
an administrator, but you could spot their
talents and see how we could develop them
and give them confidence.

During the pandemic, I made confidential
calls from my tool shed. It was the only place
I could think to go. I sent a photograph to
my daughters and they responded with
“#HRfrommyshed” and I realised there was
an idea there. With the frequent government
updates, there was so much information to get
our heads around, so at first I wrote explainer
posts on Facebook. But I then felt people would
get bored reading those, so I did a video and
that was how HR from my Shed came about.

CV

Julie Grabham
Director and founder of JG HR Solutions

Who I am

Julie Grabham started her career working in a
supermarket and in customer service before she
became an HR and office manager at Rope & Sling
Specialists in 2002. She has worked across various
industries and sectors. She founded her consultancy,
JG HR Solutions, in 2015 and won Independent HR
Consultant in Wales in 2019. During the pandemic,
she started a vlog called HR from my Shed.
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Only included in theWorld
HealthOrganization’s
International Classification
of Diseases as recently as
2019, burnout is defined as
“a syndrome conceptualised
as resulting from chronic
workplace stress that has not
been successfully managed”,
andmanifests as exhaustion,
negativity towards your job,
and reduced ability to do
said job effectively. If left
unchecked, it can even lead to
an increased risk of potentially
life-threatening physical
health problems such as
coronary heart disease.

Alarmingly, even
before the onset
of the pandemic,
burnout was
responsible for the
deaths ofmore than
120,000 people in
theUS every year, and
inMarch 2020, according to
charityMentalHealthUK,
almost half (46 per cent) of
UKworkers said they felt
more prone to extreme levels
of stress compared to a year
ago.Thanks to the pandemic,
a vastly increasing number
of people have had to deal
with burnout over the last 18

months – and that in turn
has had a huge impact
on employers andHR
teams. AsMoss herself
succinctly explains,
“nothing would inform
my understanding of
[burnout]more than

living through 2020”.
Evenmore of a reason,

then, to tackle the causes of
burnout once and for all as we
move towards amore hybrid
working landscape. InThe
Burnout Epidemic, Moss – a
journalist, public speaker and
renownedworkplace expert
– tackles the topic in three

separate parts, first exploring
the causes of burnout and
the types of people that are
most susceptible; explaining
strategies to bothmeasure
and tackle burnout among
workforces; and finally,
exploring how leadership plays
a key role in reducing burnout.
Perhapsmost important

of all, though, is the final
chapter, which outlines
why it’s important thatHR
professionals and business
leaders learn to look after
their ownmental and physical
wellbeing as much as that of
their workforces.

{Book}

RiseAbove
JohnJupp, FTPublishing, £10.51/£8.09e-book

Many managers have been forced to
lead their teams from afar over the last
18 months and quickly develop new
skillsets in the process. But this model is
nothing new to the RAF – it’s been used
within its ranks for nearly a century. So
this insightful guide from Jupp – an RAF
pilot since 1979 and now leadership
consultant and member of the Reserve
Squadron – will be essential reading for
any leader wishing to learn more about
heading up dispersed teams in the new
world of hybrid working.

{Podcast}

HowIBuilt This
GuyRaz, available via npr.org/podcasts or all good
podcast providers

With previous episodes featuring big
household names including the likes
of Chipotle, Bobbi Brown Cosmetics,
Mailchimp and Dropbox, Raz sits
down each week with the founders of
some of the most famous companies
from around the world, finding out
what makes them tick and how their
upbringing and experiences led them
to create their empires. It’s a podcast
that’s certainly a must-listen for
entrepreneurial enthusiasts.

{Book}

ThePromisesofGiants
JohnAmaechi, JohnMurrayPress, £14.99/£11.99
e-book

Drawing on his two decades of
management consultancy experience,
the former professional basketball player
turned business psychologist explores
14 ‘promises’ those who wish to become
better leaders should make, through
a combination of personal anecdotes,
research studies and practical advice,
and challenges the very idea of what a
good leader should be. Readers should
be armed with highlighter pens, because
you’re guaranteed to want to use them.

{Book}

SmartWork
JoOwen,BloomsburyBusiness, £14.99/£11.99e-book

With the dust finally beginning to settle
after a tumultuous year and a half,
employers and HR teams are now firmly
looking towards the new world of work
being revealed – and they aren’t
necessarily au fait with it. Split into
chapters covering the four cornerstones
of hybrid – relationships, accountability,
motivation/mental health and processes
– Owen’s remote work bible is a title
even the most confident people
professional will want adorning
their bookshelves.

What’snew

TheBurnout Epidemic
JenniferMoss, Harvard Business ReviewPress, £22/£12.34 e-book

Reviews

In The Dirty Word,
former tech CEO
and now founder
of software firm
Process Bliss Alister
Esam explains why
business processes
should be seen as
something that can
allow both managers
and employees
the time to focus
on what they really
want, rather than
something that
screams monotony
and control.

Meanwhile, in
The Long Game,
business thinker
Dorie Clark explores
why looking longer
term and being willing
to keep doing small
things to help achieve
your goals are critical
to lasting success,
rather than settling on
merely doing what’s
easy and guaranteed
in the short term.

“Nothingwould
informmy

understanding
of burnoutmore

than living
through 2020”

50 peoplemanagement.co.uk
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Even though the 19 July
deadline has passed and
lockdown restrictions have
lifted, our policy remains
that staff and contractors
have to wear face shields
for the foreseeable future.
However, some of our
staff have expressed their
annoyance in no uncertain
terms about the rule, and
a small minority seem to
be doing their best to flout
it. Where do we stand with
enforcing this requirement,
and how can we reason with
our workforce about why
it’s necessary?

Without knowing the
sector you work in and
the proximity in which
employees and contractors
work, it’s hard to comment
on whether your policy is
reasonable or not.
Clearly, the legal

requirement has been
removed to wear a face

covering and it is up to
individual employers
to determine their own
policy with regards to this.
However, getting employees
onboard with the decision
can prove tricky.
We’re assuming that you

have completed a Covid risk

assessment, so why not share
the outputs with employees
to help them see why the
policy is a sensible idea?Have
you considered sharing a
date when the policy will be
reviewed in line with Covid
updates? If people know that
there will be a potential end
date in sight, they may be
more inclined to follow the
policy in themeantime.
For those who wish to

flout the policy, how far are
you willing to enforce it? Do

you want to take potentially
widespread disciplinary
action to mandate face
coverings? If you do, think
seriously about the potential
reputational impact, and
make sure you don’t end
up discriminating against
those who have a medical

exemption for the wearing
of face coverings.
From a contractor

perspective, they should
respect and follow applicable
procedures when working
onsite for you and this
should be part of a contract
you have agreed with them.
As with the above for
employees, make sure you
are clear on explaining the
parameters of it and how
far you would be willing to
enforce it for contractors.

There are a couple of long-
serving individuals within my
organisation who have key
knowledge of the business,
but play on this position
with the view that they’re
indispensable. They are
grumpy and always blame
other departments rather
than admit their team has
made a mistake. I’m often told
that’s the way they’ve always
been, but I don’t think that’s
acceptable, and now a young,
new member of the team is

beginning to demonstrate
similar traits. This kind of
behaviour isn’t appropriate,
but can it be changed if it’s
been allowed for so long?

In our experience, negative
behaviours and attitudes can
be contagious in theworkplace
andwhere they have been left
for a long time, they are hard to
correct and can seriously damage
teammorale and performance.
How supportive would

the organisation’s senior

management be to challenging
these behaviours? If the
organisation genuinely wants to
tackle the issues, they need to
deal with the ‘untouchability’
issue and be clear that they
have a zero-tolerance approach
to poor attitudes, including
explainingwhat will happen for
thosewho exhibit them.
If the individuals in question

have key knowledge that you
need to retain, start by ensuring
that teams are required to share
knowledge and experience
across teams to avoid any single
points of failure and ensure
the continued success of the
organisation.Those displaying

poor behavioursmay not
cooperate if itmakes them
feel vulnerable, which is why
it is important that senior
leadership are supportive of the
change and not afraid to take
reasonable action, if needed.
This isn’t a quick or easy

fix, but it does require firm
commitment from leaders to
manage the conduct of their
people and be rolemodels
in displaying professional
behaviours which reflect
their culture and values.
Remember to approach

the problem as if the shoewere
on the other foot, and keep
work human.

Long-serving employees
have attitude problem

Your problems

Guest FixersRob
&Nicci Birley
tackle your queries
Husband and wife team Rob and Nicci
Birley have run their own full service HR
consultancy, Cornerstone Resources,
since late 2017, partnering with small
businesses and charities throughout the
UK. Prior to this, they both spent more
than 20 years each working in a range
of specialist and generalist HR roles
across a range of sectors.

Nicci specialises in management
coaching, mentoring, recruitment,
change management and improving
organisational performance. Rob
specialises in complex employee issues
and salaries, pensions and benefits.

Their replies are written in a personal
capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or the CIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visit bit.ly/pmfixer

“Make sure you don’t end up discriminating
against those who have a medical exemption”

Canwestill enforcemandatory
facemasks in theworkplace?

Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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Jacqui Canney (1) has been
appointed chief people officer
at digital workflow company
ServiceNow. She previously
worked for WPP, where she
served as global CPO, and at
Walmart and Accenture.

Law firm Irwin Mitchell has
appointed Deborah Casale
(2) as a partner in its London
employment and professional
discipline team. Previously
national head of employment
at Slater & Gordon, Casale
advises on all aspects
of contentious and non-
contentious employment law.

Deloitte has promoted
Jackie Henry to managing
partner for people and
purpose. Henry has worked
at the firm for more than three
decades, and for the past
seven years has been lead
partner in Northern Ireland.

Liverpool Football Club
has appointed a new senior
equality, diversity and inclusion
manager. Rishi Jain (3) brings
extensive experience in EI&D

and will lead the club’s activities
in this area as part of its Red
Together strategy.

Kirsten Price (4) has joined
The Belfry hotel and resort as
head of people and culture.
She brings to the role 20 years
of hospitality experience with
companies such as Côte,
Greene King and Whitbread.

The Instant Group has
promoted global head of
HR Lucinda Pullinger to
managing director for the
UK. Pullinger joined the
company two and a half years
ago from the Rugby Football
Union. Her new role will see
her head up financial and
operational performance
of the UK business.

Solicitor Nadine Marston
(5) has been appointed
as partner to specialist
employment law firm
Boardside, where she will
head up its new business
immigration services. She
will advise on complex legal
and regulatory issues for the

Yorkshire-based firm, having
made the move from PwC
Legal in London.

The Recruitment and
Employment Confederation
(REC) has engaged two
I&D ambassadors to
help tackle employment
inequality. Ex-England rugby
international Ugo Monye
and 2019Apprenticefinalist
Scarlett Allen-Horton will
work with the organisation
to promote opportunities
for a more inclusive and
diverse workforce.

Jivan Mann (6) is the
new diversity and inclusion
action group producer at
The Production Guild of
Great Britain. She previously
served as diversity and
inclusion lead at EY, and has
also worked in HR roles at
Channel 4 and the BBC.

Maggie Watkins, Assoc
CIPD has been promoted to
group HR manager at Richmond
Motor Group, where she has
worked for the last seven years.

1

3

the move to the next level, and
what will it take experience-wise?

The thing that’s going to help you
secure the role is being able to display
your capability in terms of experience
and confidence, says Jason Willis,
head of recruitment at Absolute HR
Recruitment (pictured).

Try to get involved in other areas of
people management. HR is notorious
for having a heavy workload so, if you
show initiative and get involved in

different activities that give you a
bit more advisory experience,
then you’re going to be in a better
position to take that step up.

The role of HR advisors
is supporting HR business

partners, but you need to look at

opportunities to be more involved in
an advisory capacity, such as getting
involved with first-line inquiries with
employees and areas including
absence and holiday management as
well as checking contracts.

Completing your CIPD Level 5
is great and I think continuing to
progress with your qualifications is
important because it demonstrates
your commitment to and passion for
the profession.

I think it is important to step outside
your comfort zone, be proactive and try
to get more hands-on experience within
an advisory capacity, whether that be
more employee relations meetings or
shadowing someone across other areas
of the business. It’s gaining that exposure
that’s going to help you move up.

I have been an HR assistant for the
last two years and would like to
progress to become an HR advisor.
I have completed my Level 3 CIPD
qualification and am now working
towards my Level 5.

However, I still don’t feel that I
have the confidence, experience or
knowledge to work in an advisory
capacity, and I feel like it would
be quite a significant step up from
the day-to-day administration I do
currently. I have supported with
note-taking in employee relations
meetings from time to time, but this
exposure has been minimal, and I
definitely wouldn’t be able to offer
advice in this area.

How can I get to a stage where I
feel comfortable enough to make

The next step Wehelp you to help your career

5

4

Who’smakingHRheadlines?People and posts

Moves
Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@

haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis

bit.ly/pmnextstep
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cipd.co.uk/ace
cipd.co.uk/ace

Secure your conference
ticket today
�	�� !)�!./ /�2! £Ȇȋȅ

Book by 30 September

Caitlin Moran
Journalist, Author,
and Broadcaster,
The Times

David Lammy,
Labour MP and
Shadow Lord
Chancellor
and Justice
Secretary

Lynda Gratton,
Professor of
Management
Practice, London
Business School
and Leader of
the Future of
Work Research
Consortium

Be inspired by speakers
with extraordinary stories
from within the profession
and beyond, including:

Seizing the opportunity:

reinventing HR to create a

responsible working world

Join us for the flagship
event serving the heartland
of the people profession
and reconnect with a
global community.

For all ticket prices visit:
cipd.co.uk/ace#cipdACE



Around one in 10 people are
facing a psychological barrier
when returning to the office,
according to a new study.

Christina Buxton from the
University of Chester and
Dr Sarita Robinson from
the University of Central
Lancashire analysed research
into psychological responses to
public health incidents.

They found many people are
still likely to be anxious about
returning to their workplaces
and although childcare and
transport could be a major
barrier, it was not the only
driving force.

For some people, this
anxiety could be related to
perceptions of their employers
or whether they felt their job
role was still important, while
for others, it was their general
personal perception of risk.

Analysis showed that some

people are
naturally

more risk averse and would
become anxious more easily;
whereas others had a higher
level of risk tolerance and
could cope more easily with
working during the pandemic.

The study related to previous

research carried out last year
on people’s responses to other
major public health incidents
including 9/11, SARS and
Chernobyl, which explored
what motivated and stopped
people returning to work.

“The word ‘unprecedented’
has perhaps been overused over

the last year – but for good
reason,” said Robinson.

“Everyone has experienced
varying degrees of stress related
to the Covid-19 pandemic, and
it’s important for employers
to recognise this and adapt to
the needs of individuals. With
care, compassion and clear
communication, employers can
make the transition to post-
pandemic working life much
smoother for their employees.”

They also recommended
ways in which employers can
support staff returning to
the offices such as offering
help and advice regarding
childcare and transport;
ensuring appropriate training
is provided to alleviate
concerns about workplace
risks; and communicating
with timely, accurate and
relevant information to help
build trust.

Research
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One in 10workersanxiousover return tooffice

Insecure income, boredom
and worsening physical
health were the biggest factors
affecting employee wellbeing
in the first lockdown, new
research by Emlyon Business
School has found.

The study surveyed 1,000
managers, highly skilled
professionals, skilled manual
workers, clerical assistants,
teachers, nurses and others
across the UK and France.

It asked respondents
questions related to their
working life in order to
understand what was having
the most impact on wellbeing.

Businesses that have a high
level of mutual trust between
their management and
employees are more likely to
perform better economically
and financially, according to
new research.

Researchers analysed data
from the European Company
Survey of 28 countries,
which asked managers and
employees their opinion of
each other’s contribution
to the workload, the wider
company performance, and
trust in each other’s ability.

The study, which was
conducted by John Addison,

According to the
researchers, those who had
job insecurity and boredom in
their role could also experience
physical health issues because
of the loss and gain spirals
theory, where the loss of
money or job security leads
to further loss, for example
exercise, which can result in
deteriorating wellbeing.

The study also highlighted
that some employees had a
positive wellbeing experience
during the lockdown.

Lotta Harju, professor of
organisational behaviour at
Emlyon, said the lack of long
commutes and more family
time meant some “thrived”
during lockdown and reported
“a decrease in their workloads
… and stable physical health”.

Income, boredom
and health have
affected wellbeing

Mutual trust
boosts financial
performance

professor of economics
at Durham University
Business School and Paulino
Teixeira, professor of
economics at the University
of Coimbra, revealed
a strong link between
manager-employee trust and
company performance.

Mutual trust also
resulted in higher levels of
productivity, increasing by
six percentage points if trust
went up by one unit.

Addison said: “Trust
between the parties (and no
less an important absence
of trust or disaffection) are
important drivers of good
(and bad) firm performance.
And good industrial relations
trumps any specific type of
employee representation.”

ThelatestThe latest
findingsfromfindingsfrom
thefinest
minds

Commuting is oneof the
areas likely tocausestress,
but is not theonly factor
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TheCIPDhas launched itsOne
MillionChances campaignwith a view
to creating amillion opportunities for
young people.The campaign is calling
on employers to unlock youth prospects
by offering jobs, work experience,
volunteering, apprenticeships,
internships andmentoring.
Young people have been hard hit

by the economic impact ofCovid-19.
New survey data from theCIPD found
that 43 per cent of young people (aged
18–30) feel the pandemic has harmed
their long-term career prospects.
Furthermore, half of those surveyed

who are currently unemployed have
been out of work for 12months
ormore, and 49 per cent of those
unemployed are not confident about
findingwork in the next threemonths.
Conversely, it has also been reported

OneMillionChances:helping
youngpeoplefindwork
MajorUK companies includingTesco andOpenreach pledge
support for the CIPD’s new youth employment campaign
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TheCIPD’s newly published guide –
authored by StrategicDevelopment
Network (SDN)– outlines themajor
youth employment programmes
available to help organisations decide
which schemes couldwork for them.
There are also other ways people

professionals can support young
people during this challenging time.
Thousands ofCIPDmembers have
provided support to young jobseekers
through the StepsAheadMentoring
andEnterprise Adviser schemes.
It’s never beenmore important

to come together, to bridge the gap
between education and theworkplace,
and to ensure that everyone is equipped
with the skills they need to enter and
progress at work.

bit.ly/CIPDOneMillionChances
bit.ly/CIPDVolunteerMentor

thatmany employers are strugglingwith
staff shortages, highlighting the need for
more organisations to invest in young
people to bolster their talent pipeline.
LizzieCrowley, senior skills advisor at

theCIPD, says: “Wewant to help young
people get their careers off to a flying start,
as unemployment at a young age can leave
permanent scarring. Itmeans they’remore
likely to earn less over the course of their
working lives and experiencemore spells
of unemployment.
“More employers need to take a chance

on young people – and be prepared to
train themup.We also don’t want them to
miss out on the creativity, ingenuity and
energy young people can bring.”
As organisations set out on the road to

recovery, providing young people with the
employment and training opportunities
they need has never beenmore vital.

EXTRA
EXTRA

RoleoftheRemCo
How can we address people
matters more effectively in the
boardroom? The CIPD’s latest
report, in association with the
High Pay Centre and Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust,
explores practical measures
and recommendations on
how remuneration committees
can support good governance
on pay, people and culture.

bit.ly/RoleOfRemCo

Digitalworkandmentalhealth
The increase in home working
has led to an increased
reliance on digital technology
to keep businesses running as
smoothly as possible. But what
impact is this having on our
wellbeing? In their own words,
hear from HR directors as they
talk about work-related mental
wellbeing and the impact of
digital working.

bit.ly/DigitalWorkMentalHealth

Guide:Employmentlawupdate
Unpack a comprehensive
update on the most important
employment law developments
in the UK and further changes
that lie ahead with our member-
only guide. Designed with
tutors and students in mind,
HR practitioners can use the
guide as a valuable tool in
keeping up to date.

bit.ly/employment-law-update

Hybridmeetingtoptips
As many organisations move to
a more hybrid way of working, a
key challenge is how to conduct
effective hybrid meetings. Hybrid
meetings need careful facilitation
to ensure everyone has an equal
experience and opportunity to
contribute. Explore more with
the CIPD’s top tips.

bit.ly/HybridMeetingTopTips

CIPDadvice– includinghow
tomanagedigitalworking–
is availableonline
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At the time of writing, parts of Europe
are being ravaged bywildfires and
heatwaves linked to the impact of
global climate change, acting as a sharp
reminder that the pandemic is not the
only pressing emergencywe face.
Organisations are significant

contributors to climate change, with
business responsible for an estimated 17
per cent of greenhouse gas emissions in
theUK.But, as organisations consider
how to best recover from the impact of
the pandemic, there is a valuable
opportunity to integrate a focus on
sustainability into their business
strategy andday-to-day activities.
Businesses stand to benefit from

taking action.TheCIPD’s new
practical guidance on embedding
environmental sustainability and
recent podcast on the subject offer
top tips and practical advice for
all employers, regardless of size,
industry or sector.
It’s important to recognise that

even small changes canmake a big
difference and that perfect should not
be the enemy of good.

bit.ly/CIPDSustainabilityGuide

bit.ly/CIPDSustainabilityPodcast

Howtoembed
sustainability
inbusiness

“It’s important
to recognise

that even small
changes canmake
a big difference”
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CIPDpersonal legal
helpline
Get confidential, one-to-one
guidance on personal difficulties
affecting you at work. The personal
legal helpline can support you with
issues such as being made
redundant or dismissed, contracts of
employment and other aspects of
employment law relevant to your
personal situation.

Call 03330 431 217
lines are open 24/7 (UK only)

Find out about the CIPD’s helplines at:
bit.ly/CIPDHelplines

ThePeabodyGroup, which provides
affordable housing across London
and the Southeast, and theHome
Office are the latest organisations to
becomeCIPDPeopleDevelopment
Partners (PDPs).
The accreditation recognises

organisations that align theirHR
andL&Dcapability and practices
with theCIPD’s international
standard of excellence.
At Peabody, the drive towards

achieving PDP status was part of
its three-year strategy, spanning
wellbeing, performance, resourcing,
people development andonboarding.
“We have a new people strategy

andwant tomake sure everyone is at
the top of their game,” says Andrea
Gordon, director of people.
Tomodel professional excellence

at theHomeOffice, theCIPD’s
People Impact (PI) tool was used to
identify themost important areas
forHR to focus on.
“We are delighted to have

achieved PDP status,” says Alison
Clifton, head of resourcing at the
HomeOffice. “What has been
invaluable for us is the ability to
compare against a forward-facing
external benchmark. It broadened
our horizons in terms of what
success is in deliveringHR.”

bit.ly/CIPDPdP

NewPeople
Development
Partners
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Business Opportunities Job Evaluation

Talent Development HR Consulting

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44 (0) 208 1339750

MANAGE STRESS
BUILD RESILIENCE
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Employability Skills Training HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Flexible
Benefits

Health &
Wellbeing

Employee
Engagement

People
Analytics

Creating
better business
outcomes
together

HR & Payroll
Outsourcing

Diversity &
Inclusion

Resourcing
Optimisation

0207 960 7769

hrsolutions@capita.co.uk

capita.com/HRsolutions

@CapitaHRS

Career Coach Training
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samantha.johnston@haymarket.com T. 0208 267 4965 Appointments

CHECK OUT THESE HR JOBS ANDMORE

pmjobs.cipd.co.uk

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE AND

TECHNOLOGY

LOCATION: COUNTY DURHAM

£110K INCLUDING CAR ALLOWANCE, PLUS

PERFORMANCE BONUS OF UP TO £10K AND

ATTRACTIVE BENEFITS

Expiry Date: 7 Sep 2021

HEAD OF ORGANISATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

LOCATION: NORTH WEST ENGLAND

SALARY: £54,764 - £63,862

Expiry Date: 9 Sep 2021

HEAD OF PEOPLE AND

ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

LOCATION: RENFREWSHIRE

SALARY: £86,617 - £94,175 PER YEAR

Expiry Date: 29 AUG 2021

HUMAN RESOURCES BUSINESS
PARTNER (WELSH ESSENTIAL)

LOCATION: ABERYSTWYTH,
CEREDIGION (SIR CEREDIGION)
SALARY: £42,149 - £50,296 PA

Expiry Date: 5 Sep 2021

HUMAN RESOURCES BUSINESS 

HEAD OF STRATEGIC ATTRACTION &
RECRUITMENT

LOCATION: GMP FORCE HEADQUARTERS,
CENTRAL PARK, NORTH HAMPTON ROAD,

MANCHESTER. M40 5BPE
SALARY: C£51K - GENEROUS PENSION

SCHEME AND ANNUAL LEAVE ALLOWANCE,
CAR PARKING IS AVAILABLE.

Expiry Date: 5 Sep 2021

TRUST PEOPLE PARTNER

LOCATION: BANSTEAD, SURREY

SALARY: GLF LEADERSHIP 1

£40,000 - £46,353 FTE PER ANNUMS

Expiry Date: 13 Sep 2021
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The problem
GQmagazine’s new art director,
Dylan Harper, is put in an
uncomfortable position when
his colleague, sports editor
Tommy Bollinger, makes
assumptions about his sexuality
and openly propositions him on his
first day in his new role. But could
inclusion and diversity training
have stopped this from happening?

A new staff member is posed awkward questions about his sexuality

Could HR solve...?

The solution
Bollinger’s conduct towards
Harper amounts to sexual
harassment, says Monica Stancu
(pictured), diversity and inclusion
manager at Lloyd’s of London.
She points out that this behaviour
doesn’t just severely impact the
victim, but also the business.
“Sexual harassment has a negative

impact on the organisation’s
ability to attract and retain talent,
as well as on its culture and
engagement levels,” she says.
She adds that employers must

take steps to prevent
sexual harassment in
the workplace and
those should include
robust inclusion
and diversity,

anti-bullying and harassment
policies which set “clear
expectations of behaviour”.
As a member of the senior

leadership team, Stancu points
out that Harper should naturally
be aware of such policies and
should be able to point his
colleagues – especially Bollinger
– in the right direction. A good
suite of I&D training options,
adds Stancu, would not only
outline how to raise complaints,
but also “empower peers and
leaders to support each other”.
“A diverse and inclusive

workforce where everyone feels
safe and respected is key to
unlocking excellence, and we can
all benefit from that,” she says.

NewstarterDylanHarper

(pictured right)wouldhave

beenprotected fromunwanted

advancesby robust I&Dpol
icies



Howmanywomen do
you have in leadership

positions?
Flexible working addresses gender equality at the root - hire

more inclusively and access a broader talent pool with Juggle.

The future is flexible.

With 500+ businesses, 9,000 pre-vetted candidates and AI-driven smart matching

Juggle is the number 1 platform for flexible work.

www.juggle.jobs

SCAN TO JOIN



Stop wasting money
on wellbeing benefits

Want to do more for employee wellbeing? Finding

one-size-fits-all doesn’t work? You’re not alone - most

employers are frustrated by the time spent selecting

resources and paying for unused licences.

What if you only had to make one decision?

Access to the best of everything

Personalised to each employee

Only pay for what’s used.

Betterspace.uk/cipd
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